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Abstract

High-performance Computing (HPC) clusters, which consist of a large number of
compute nodes, have traditionally been widely employed in industry and academia to run
diverse compute-intensive applications. In recent years, the revolution in data-driven
science results in large volumes of data, often size in terabytes or petabytes, and makes
data-intensive applications getting exponential growth. The data-intensive computing
presents new challenges to HPC clusters due to the different workload characteristics and
optimization objectives. One of those challenges is how to efficiently integrate software
frameworks developed for big data analytics, such as Hadoop and Spark, with traditional
HPC systems to support both data-intensive and compute-intensive workloads.
To address this challenge, we first present a novel two-level storage system, TLS,
that integrates a distributed in-memory storage system with a parallel file system. The
former renders memory-speed high I/O performance and the latter renders consistent
storage with large capacity. We model and compare its I/O throughput to Hadoop
distributed file system (HDFS) and OrangeFS (formerly PVFS2). We further build a
prototype of TLS with Alluxio (formerly Tachyon) and OrangeFS, and evaluate its
performance using MapReduce benchmarks. Both analyses and experiments on real
systems show that the proposed storage architecture delivers higher aggregate I/O
throughputs than HDFS and OrangeFS while retaining weak scalability on both read and
write.
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However, statically configured in-memory storage may leave inadequate space for
compute-intensive jobs or lose the opportunity to utilize more available space for dataintensive applications. Then, we develop a dynamic memory controller, DynIMS, which
infers memory demands of compute tasks in real time and employs a feedback-based
control model to dynamically adjust the capacity of the in-memory storage system. The
DynIMS is able to quickly release capacity of in-memory storage system for computeintensive workload, as well as maximize the capacity of in-memory storage system for
data-intensive applications when other compute workloads are finished. We test DynIMS
using mixed HPCC and Spark workloads on a production HPC cluster. Experimental
results show that DynIMS can achieve up to 5× performance improvement compared to
systems with static memory allocations.
We expect the work in this dissertation helps further accelerate the adoption of big
data frameworks to solve the data-intensive problems in traditional HPC systems, and gears
up the converged computing infrastructure for both academia and industry.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Background
High-performance Computing (HPC) cluster, which is derived from the concept of
Beowulf clusters [1], provides a cost effective computing infrastructure by combining a
large number of commodity computing devices, and is widely adopted by both industry
and academia [2], [3]. Architecture of HPC cluster has been designed to target computeintensive computing. And software and system service layers have been built to support
HPC, including provisioning (OSCAR [4], Rocks [5], and Warewulf [6]), workflow (Swift
[7], Kepler [8], Taverna [9], Wings [10], and more [11], [12]), scheduling and resource
management (OpenPBS [13], Slurm [14], Torque [15], and SGE [16]), parallel
programming interface and runtime (MPI [17], OpenMP [18], OpenCL [19] and Exascale
runtime [20]), and parallel file system (PVFS/OrangeFS [21], Lustre [22],). However, the
popularity and adaptability of HPC software infrastructures have a large lag behind the
computational power enabled by Beowulf cluster hardware infrastructure [23].
Recent years, data-intensive computing has been populated as a majority workload
of more and more scientific applications as rapidly growing of data volumes in many
research fields. The Fourth Paradigm [24] reveals the new chapter of computational science
beyond computer simulations of natural phenomena. Fast growing of data-intensive
scientific computing (DISC) is quickly stepping into HPC environment and presenting a
significant challenge for traditional HPC systems in both hardware and software layers. To
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cope with the challenge of increasingly grew data, the software stack for cluster computing
has been shifted. New software frameworks with different abstraction level of data
processing have been designed, including distributed data systems (e.g. Hadoop HDFS
[25] and its acceleration solution [26] and alternatives [27], LinkedIn Espresso [28]),
cluster management and monitoring systems (YARN [29] in Yahoo, Mesos [30] in Twitter,
Helix [31] in LinkedIn, Corona [32] in Facebook, and recent ultra-high throughput, low
latency Sparrow [33] scheduler), parallel programming models (MapReduce [34], Tez
[35], REEF [36], Dryad [37], Spark [38], Storm [39] and Flink [40]), NoSQL databases
and SQL interfaces (HBase [41], MongoDB [42], Cassandra [43], Hive, BlinkDB, and
more [44]), large-scale graph and machine learning frameworks (Giraph [45], GraphX
[46], Mahout [47], MLBase [48]), and much more [49]. With nearly a decade of evolution,
the fast growing open-source community finally creates a new ecosystem for big data
analytics so called Big Data Stack (BDS), which shows a great potential for addressing the
challenges populated from data-intensive computing. The similarities of hardware and
software architecture between HPC and BDS clusters project a strong suggestion for a
high-degree of integration between those two paradigms. Fox et al. [50] have illustrated
the similarities from architecture-level perspective and provided a reference architecture
called HPC-ADBS in their integration initiative [51]. The integration of HPC system with
big data frameworks is still in the nascent stages. In the next section, we discuss the detailed
issues that prevent the integration of traditional HPC systems and big data frameworks.
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1.2 Problem Statement
The wide adoption of BDS has been propagating significant interests in both
academia and industry. The convergence of HPC hardware infrastructure with emerging
big data frameworks is becoming particularly important for computational scientists to
have a practicable data analytics platform for processing terabyte- or even petabyte- scale
data sets. Researchers and engineers have been putting many efforts on adopting big data
frameworks on their traditional HPC clusters. Figure 1-1 depicts architecture abstraction
including four majority mappings between BDS and HPC system. Architectural
differences inherited by their workloads lead different degree of integrations system at
different layers [50].

HPC

BDS
Data-intensive
Applications

Workload

Compute-intensive
Applications

MapReduce/Spark/Flink

Programming Model

MPI/Bash/Swift

YARN/Mesos

Scheduler

PBS/Slurm/SGE

HDFS

File System

PVFS

Figure 1-1 HPC and BDS framework comparison.

In BDS, the software frameworks such as file system, scheduler and programming
model are typically designed for and implemented in loosely-coupled distributed
environments consisting of a large number of low-cost commodity hardware, with an
emphasis on fault tolerance, scalability and productivity. HPC systems, however, are
3

mainly focusing on extreme performance on tightly-coupled hardware infrastructures with
highly optimized codes. Although HPC systems are equipped with high-performance
components and seem like a natural way to support data-intensive applications, there are
still a few challenging problems for adopting BDS on HPC systems. These problems are
inherited from compute-centric oriented design on HPC hardware components as well as
its software frameworks, which not only result a poor deployability but also affect
scalability on data-centric workloads. From bottom to top, these problems are:
1) BDS and HPC systems have different designs on data access mechanism. BDS
relies on data locality to minimize the network overhead produced by data-intensive
workloads, while the data access in HPC systems is mainly from remote parallel file
system. In architectural perspective, BDS combines data nodes and compute nodes on
a single machine, while HPC systems use dedicated data nodes and compute nodes
connected by high-performance network. Figure 1-2 gives a high-level abstraction that
describes the difference between BDS and HPC hardware topology.
HPC clusters typically have two types of data storage systems: globalshared/centralized persisted file system and local temporal file system. In HPC, user
data is hosted on a group of dedicated data nodes across high-speed storage network,
and is transferred to compute nodes where computational task is scheduled. User data
hosted on local storage devices is ephemeral and is purged after job completed or when
reaching resource limits. The separation between compute nodes and data nodes makes
data locality become impossible without introducing co-located storage on compute
nodes. In contrast, local storage devices on computer nodes are used for persistent data
4

store in BDS (e.g. Apache Hadoop [52] framework), and computational task is
scheduled to the physical machine where the required data is stored in order to achieve
maximum data locality. Comparing BDS and HPC systems, the mechanism of
underlying data access is somehow orthogonal.

Compute
Node

Compute
Node

Compute
Node

…

Compute
Node

Hadoop

Networking

HPC

HDD
Data
Node

Data
Node

Data
Node

CPU
RAM

Figure 1-2 Hardware topology abstractions for BDS and HPC cluster.

Simply deploying BDS storage, such as Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) [25], over parallel system across the distributed data nodes makes data
intensive computing suffer poor scalability or poor throughput. On the other hand,
deploying HDFS on local storage devices (e.g. HDD and RAM) on the compute nodes
results small aggregated storage capacity. More Specifically, if Hadoop uses the global
parallel file system as storage, the average I/O throughput of each compute node
decreases as the number of compute nodes participate in computation increases,
namely, the I/O throughput does not scale. Since data locality is a critical feature to
5

scale data-intensive application, the adoption of BDS on HPC systems has to overcome
architectural difference of distributed data systems and eliminate limitations such as
scalability issue over global-shared storage system, ephemerality issue over local
storage device.
2) BDS and HPC systems have different scheduling granularity. HPC systems
typically use coarse-grained schedulers (such as PBS, Slurm, SGE and so on) with
unified resource allocation policy on cluster job queue, in which workloads are
scheduled on job-level. In contrast, BDS uses application-level scheduler to archive
higher degree optimization for resource usage, in which the data-intensive workloads
are typically chunked into fine-grained, loosely-coupled concurrent tasks, and then
scheduled to the compute node that is closed to data. Today, the integration of BDS
and HPC resource management systems is typically achieved by using two-level
scheduling approach, in which BDS scheduler is embedded as a secondary scheduler
to redistribute the computing resources reserved by HPC scheduler. Previous works,
such as MyHadoop [53] and Magpie [54] are two practical projects to deploy BDS
schedulers (MapReduce JobTracker and YARN) inside HPC schedulers (PBS and
Slurm). While these frameworks can spawn BDS across HPC cluster, the dedicated
compute nodes or the isolated resources are required to achieve optimized solution.
Running big data workloads with dynamic tuning on shared computing resources such
as local memory and storage still remains an open question. A deeper and sophisticated
integration solution, especially the optimization between remote storage system and
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local memory resource is needed in order to harness the full computing power of HPC
clusters.
3) Level of programming model abstraction, interoperation of legacy applications
and runtime environments integration. In HPC systems, programming and
computing environments are often highly heterogeneous [55]–[57]. Scientific
applications are typically implemented by using Fortran, C/C++, MATLAB, Python,
Perl and Bash, and are scaled to multi CPUs, GPUs and machines by using MPI,
OpenCL/CUDA, Swift and so on. Many of those applications and libraries have been
written for HPC POSIX [58] environment by experts from science community over the
past decades, and become de-facto standard in their research fields. However, the
programming and runtime environments used in BDS are primarily JVM-based system
architecture, which makes code-level integration between BDS runtime and HPC
applications become very difficult. Existing integration techniques, such as Java Native
Interface (JNI), Java Native Access (JNA), Java Native Runtime (JNR) or using
standard streams, have many limitations that affect portability and performance. On the
other hand, it is impractical to reimplement the legacy applications using new
programming frameworks in BDS. Because scientific computing has many different
research domains and each of them has enormous amount of applications supported by
its own communities historically. There must be a flexible integration with generic
programming abstraction between the data-compute layer driven by legacy
applications and the data-parallel layer controlled by BDS. Ideally, a pipeline-based
fabrication may improve the computational efficiency. In that way, the data-compute
7

layer and the data-parallel layer can be designed and implemented independently to
avoid the architectural mismatches and conflicts.

1.3 Proposed Conceptual Framework
The proposed high-performance data analytics (HPDA) system architecture
includes two main building blocks to improve interoperability and scalability of dataintensive applications on HPC systems. Figure 1-3 provides a conceptual framework for
deeply integrating big data stack over the traditional HPC infrastructures and shadow parts
are our proposed studies.

Big Data Programming Frameworks
(MapReduce, Spark)
Resource Management System
(PBS, Slurm, YARN)

Two-Level
Storage
(TLS)

A Dynamic Memory Controller
(DynIMS)

Data-intensive Applications
(Genomics analysis, Stochastic simulation)

Compute
Node

In-memory File System
(Tachyon/Alluxio)
Parallel File System
(OrangeFS, Lustre)

Data
Node

Figure 1-3 Conceptual framework on the proposed studies.

From bottom to top, the proposed studies include:
•

Two-level Storage (TLS): The study of TLS is focusing on improving scalability
of data-intensive workloads by accelerating I/O throughput of parallel file system.
Our earlier prototype integrates Tachyon, memory-centric storage system with
8

OrangeFS, parallel file system. Future work will extend the prototype to other file
systems. Chapter Chapter 2: provides a detailed discussion for the design of TLS.
•

Dynamic Memory Controller (DynIMS): This is an integrated controlling
module used to monitor, optimize and regulate the cluster memory resources
consumed by task execution and data storage. TLS controlling module is integrated
with HPC resource management system, BDS resource manager and TLS core
service using both passive and active measurement. Chapter Chapter 3: will depict
the detail research results.

•

Data-intensive Applications: At top of the proposed HPDA framework, we built
a few data-intensive scientific applications and pipelines to study the efficiency and
performance behaviors on the tightly integrated system. Especially, we select two
applications from different areas, the genomics and bioinformatics and the
theoretical and computational chemistry, to demonstrate the success of our study.

1.4 Solution Summary
In this dissertation, we address the limitations of using big data frameworks on HPC
through the storage system enhancement and the memory usage optimization. Our
preliminary results have confirmed the achievement compared with the state-of-the-art
solutions. In particular, our solutions and achievements are followings.
We present a novel two-level storage system, TLS, that integrates an upper-level
in-memory file system with a lower-level parallel file system. TLS deliveries a high I/O
throughput to big data applications with memory speed and retains a large storage capacity
9

in HPC systems. In this work, we develop four mathematical I/O models on HDFS, PFS,
Tachyon and TLS, and one I/O cost model on MapReduce jobs. Further, we implement a
TLS prototype using Tachyon-backed OrangeFS storage architecture to demonstrate the
efficiency as well as effeteness of the proposed storage architecture. In our evaluation, both
theoretical modeling and experiments show that the proposed two-level storage delivers
higher aggregate I/O throughput than HDFS and OrangeFS and achieves scalable
performance for both read and write. Specifically, theoretical modeling conducts that the
two-level storage increases the aggregate read bandwidth by about 25% on 0.2 in-memory
hit ratio and about 95% on 0.5 in-memory hit ratio. K-means experiment shows the running
time on TLS is 3.6× and 1.6× shorter than OrangeFS and HDFS respectively.
To maximize cluster throughput on a mixed HPC and big data workload, we
introduce the concept of elastic in-memory computing, which resolves the limitation of
resource sharing on statically configured computing cluster. In this work, we explore
techniques to dynamically regulate the capacity of in-memory storage system and make
the right amount of space for compute jobs. We frame our work with a discussion of
DynIMS, a dynamic memory controller, which infers memory demands of compute tasks
online and employs a feedback-based control model to dynamically adjust Alluxio inmemory storage space. The experimental benchmarks through the mixed HPCC and Spark
workloads show that DynIMS is effective enough to boost the performance of big data
workload to its theoretical maxima while having no performance impact on HPC jobs. In
addition, the use of the self-tuning on the cluster resources largely avoid the execution
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exception caused by insufficient memory and significantly increase the operability of
publicly shared HPC clusters.
Overall, the dissertation helps HPC community create a comprehensive theoretical
model on I/O subsystem and develop a converged storage system for the integration of big
data and HPC systems. Ultimately, we hope the system architecture and theoretical model
developed here will contribute to symbiotic efforts to develop the next generation HPC
system for supporting both compute- and data-intensive workloads.

1.5 Publication Contributions
During my Ph.D. study period, the following publications have been developed:
1. P. Xuan, P. Srimani, R. Ge, F. Luo, “DynIMS: A Dynamic Memory Controller for
In-Memory Storage on HPC Systems”, SC16: The 7th International Workshop on
Big Data Analytics: Challenges, and Opportunities (BDAC), 2016
2. Y. Zhang, P. Xuan, P. Srimani, F. Luo, “A de novo Genome Assembler based on
MapReduce and Bi-directed de Bruijn Graph”, The IEEE International Conference
on Bioinformatics and Biomedicine (BIBM), 2016
3. P. Xuan, W. Ligon, P. Srimani, R. Ge, F. Luo, “Accelerating Big Data Analytics
on HPC Clusters using Two-Level Storage”, Parallel Computing, 2016
4. P. Xuan, J. Denton, P. Srimani, R. Ge, F. Luo, “Big Data Analytics on Traditional
HPC Infrastructure Using Two-Level Storage”, SC15: The International Workshop
on Data-Intensive Scalable Computing Systems (DISCS), 2015
5. S. Niu, G. Yang, N. Sarma, P. Xuan, M. Smith, P. Srimani, F. Luo, “Combining
Hadoop and GPU to Preprocess Large Affymetrix Microarray Data”, IEEE
International Conference on Big Data, 2014
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6. P. Xuan, Y. Zheng, S. Sarupria, A. Apon, “SciFlow: A Dataflow-Driven Model
Architecture for Scientific Computing using Hadoop”, Big Data and Science:
Infrastructure and Services Workshop, Part of the IEEE International Conference
on Big Data, 2013
7. I. Verde, A. Abbott, P. Xuan, et al., “The high quality draft genome of peach
(Prunus persica) identifies unique patterns of genetic diversity, domestication and
genome evolution”, Nature Genetics, 2013.
8. Q. Wang, O. Apul, P. Xuan, F. Luo, T. Rieck, J.R, “Development of 3D QSPR
model for adsorption of aromatic compounds by carbon nanotubes: Comparison
among multiple linear regression, artificial neural network and support vector
machine”, RSC Advances, 2013.
9. L. Zhang, L. Wang, P. Xuan, et al. "Sesame: A new bioinformatics semantic
workflow design system." In Bioinformatics and Biomedicine (BIBM), IEEE
International Conference on. IEEE, 2013.
10. P. Xuan, Y. Zheng, S. Sarupria, A. Apon, “Large-scale Molecular Dynamics
Simulation with Forward Flux Sampling on Hadoop”, Clemson 1st Annual GRADS
Event, 2013.
11. P. Xuan, K. Ferguson, C. Marshall, J. McCann, L. Ngo, Y. Zheng, A. Apon, “An
Infrastructure to Support Data Integration and Curation for Higher Educational
Research,”8th IEEE International Conference on eScience, 2012

1.6 Dissertation Organization
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a novel two-level
storage system that integrates an upper-level in-memory file system with a lower-level
parallel file system to address the performance bottleneck in I/O subsystem. Chapter 3
12

develops a new controlling layer that is able to dynamically manage memory resource
shared by application execution and data storage, which may further improve system
throughput on HPC system with both compute-intensive and data-intensive workloads.
Finally, we conclude and discuss possible research directions for future work in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2: Two-Level Storage
Data-intensive applications that are inherently I/O bound have become a major
workload on traditional HPC clusters. Simply employing data-intensive computing storage
such as HDFS or using parallel file systems available on HPC clusters to serve such
applications incurs performance and scalability issues. In this chapter, we present a novel
two-level storage system that integrates an upper-level in-memory file system with a lowerlevel parallel file system. The former renders memory-speed high I/O performance and the
latter renders consistent storage with large capacity. We build a two-level storage system
prototype with Tachyon and OrangeFS, and analyze the resulting I/O throughput for typical
MapReduce operations. Theoretical modeling and experiments show that the proposed
two-level storage delivers higher aggregate I/O throughput than HDFS and OrangeFS and
achieves scalable performance for both read and write. We expect this two-level storage
approach to provide insights on system design for big data analytics on HPC clusters.

2.1 Introduction
Computer clusters consisting of a large number of compute nodes provide an
indispensable computing infrastructure for scientific and engineering modeling and
simulations. Traditionally, a computer cluster has a network-attached storage that is
managed by parallel file systems. Such clusters have been widely employed in industry
and academia to run diverse compute-intensive HPC applications [1]–[3]. HPC system
software, including parallel file systems and storage [55], [59], plays an essential role to
deliver high computational throughput to scientific and engineering applications.
14

An emergent and prevalent workload on computer clusters is big data applications
that process large volumes of data, often of size in terabytes or petabytes [60]–[62]. To
meet the unique requirements of these applications for data access and storage, numerous
packages at each layer of the system software stack are developed, including HDFS [25]
and Espresso [28] distributed data storage, cluster resource management systems [29],
[30], data-parallel programming frameworks [34], [38], [63], [64] and high-level
application oriented libraries [46]–[48], [65].
Data-intensive computing presents a new challenge when its applications migrate
to computer clusters geared for traditional HPC applications [24], [59], [66], [67] mainly
due to the different workload characteristics and optimization objectives. Data storage and
I/O access are among the causal issues. To support the emergent data-intensive
applications, previous studies either directly use HPC parallel file systems and storage
[68]–[70] or deploy distributed file systems such as HDFS on compute nodes [53], [71].
Using HPC file systems and storage provides high capacity with low-cost fault tolerance,
but suffers poor performance limited by network and disk I/O bandwidth of storage nodes.
On the other hand, deploying data-intensive file system on compute nodes takes advantage
of data locality and results in high aggregate I/O throughput, but incurs costly data fault
tolerance and low storage capacity.
In this chapter, we present a novel approach to accelerate data-intensive computing
on HPC clusters. We develop a two-level storage system by integrating an in-memory file
system with a parallel file system, and build a prototype with Tachyon [72] and OrangeFS
[21]. Both theoretical modelling and experimental measurements show that the two-level
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storage system can increase the aggregate I/O throughput while maintaining low cost data
fault tolerance and achieving a high storage capacity. We expect this two-level storage
approach to provide insights on system design for big data analytics on HPC clusters.

2.2 Background
2.2.1

HPC and Hadoop Architectures
System architectures are designed to best support the typical workloads running on

the clusters and optimize the dominating operations of these workloads. Traditional HPC
systems are aimed to deliver high CPU compute rate to compute-intensive workloads with
high ratios of compute to data access. In contrast, data-intensive computing frameworks
provide high data access throughput, especially for disk I/O accesses, to big data analytics
with very low ratios of compute to data access. Consequently, data-intensive computing
frameworks are different, as shown in Figure 2-1.
The HPC architecture physically separates data nodes from compute nodes and
connects the nodes with high speed networks. The data nodes are typically connected to
large volume storage devices. As such, HPC systems consist of two types of data storage
services: global parallel file system on data nodes and local file system on compute nodes.
The former has a large capacity and stores consistent user input and output, and the latter
has a small capacity and stores temporal data. During execution, user data is transferred
from global storage on data nodes to compute nodes that perform computation. Data hosted
on local storage devices is ephemeral and purged when jobs complete or storage is full.
Physically separating compute nodes from data nodes provides easy data sharing, but fails
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to provide spatial data locality for computation tasks, unable to achieve scalable dataintensive computing.

Compute+
Node+

Compute+
Node+

Compute+
Node+

…

Compute+
Node+

Hadoop

Networking+

HPC

HDD
Data++
Node+

Data++
Node+

Data++
Node+

CPU
RAM

Figure 2-1 Architectural abstractions for Hadoop and HPC infrastructures.
To deliver high I/O throughput, data-intensive computing frameworks such as
Hadoop co-locate compute nodes and data nodes on the same physical machines. The local
storage device on each compute node accounts for a part of the persistent system storage.
Computation tasks are launched on physical machines where the required data are to
maximally leverage data locality. Hadoop systems allow multiple computation tasks
accessing data from different nodes simultaneously and achieve higher aggregate I/O
throughput with more nodes.
2.2.2 Data Access Performance
We use several example national HPC clusters to demonstrate the importance of
data locality for data access performance. The clusters in Table 2-1 include four national
HPC clusters [73] as well as the Palmetto cluster [74] in Clemson University. A HPC
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compute node often uses single hard disk drives (HDDs) as the local storage and deploys
high-end DRAM modules. The memory capacity is comparable to the local storage disk
capacity on each node. These nodes are connected via high speed Ethernet or Infiniband.
As these clusters have been existent for some time, the memory modules are DDR2/DDR3
DRAMs. The system-wide storages are located on dedicated data nodes and managed by
parallel file systems, such as Lustre and OrangeFS.
Table 2-1 Storage Capacity And Network Bandwidth Of Computer Nodes on Several
National HPC Clusters.
HPC

Disk
(GB)

DRAM
(GB)

Parallel FS
(PB)

CPU
(Core)

Network

Stampede

80

32

14

16

56 Gbit/s FDR InfiniBand

Maverick

240

256

20

20

56 Gbit/s FDR InfiniBand

Gordon

280

64

1.6

16

40 Gbit/s QDR InfiniBand

Trestles

50

64

1.4

32

40 Gbit/s QDR InfiniBand

Palmetto

900

128

0.2

20

10 Gbit/s Ethernet

Avg.

310

109

7.4

21

40 Gbit/s

1

We empirically evaluate the I/O performance of a program on a compute node when
the program reads from and writes to different storage locations. These locations include
local memory and local disk drive, remote memory on a different compute node across the
network, and the global disk storage through the data node across the network. We run the
Linux built-in tool “dd” in the sequential mode and use the direct I/O option to bypass
buffer caches. We measure local and remote disk I/O performances by consecutively

1

1 PB = 1015 bytes; 1 TB = 1012 bytes; 1 GB = 109 bytes; 1 MB = 106 bytes; 1 KB = 103 bytes
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reading and writing 16 different 1GB files, and the memory performance with files of 10
GB. This latter larger size can saturate the memory bandwidth and assure measurement
accuracy. Each measurement is repeated five times on three different compute nodes.
As shown in Figure 2-2, the I/O performance is the highest when local memory
devices serve as the storage, and drops to the lowest when local disks serve as the storage.
For read, I/O performance is improved about 10× when storage moves from local disk to
local memory and 2.65 × to global storage. Similarly, for write, I/O performance is
improved 6.57 × and 4 × respectively. The remote memory throughput, denoted by
network, is measured using “Iperf” based-on IPoIB link-layer. We get a reduced TCP
throughput on high-performance Infiniband network due to the low MTU value (2,044)
hard coded on the HPC compute nodes. Higher MTU values should be able to deliver a
higher throughput.
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Figure 2-2 I/O throughput of a single compute node on national HPC clusters.
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2.3 Design and Implementation
Simply employing HDFS over compute nodes or parallel system on global storage
makes data intensive computing suffer poor scalability or poor throughput. On the other
hand, deploying HDFS over local disk storage on the compute nodes results small
aggregated storage capacity. If Hadoop uses the global parallel file system as storage, the
average I/O throughput of each compute node decreases as more compute nodes participate
in computation, namely, the I/O throughput does not scale.
We propose a two-level storage system shown in Figure 2-3 to support high
performance and scalable data-intensive computing on HPC infrastructure using Hadoop.
This two-level storage system combines an in-memory file system on the compute nodes
and a parallel file system on the data nodes. As the compute nodes in HPC clusters are
often equipped with large memory, the in-memory file system can have a storage capacity
comparable to local storage-based HDFS. In addition, the I/O throughput of in-memory
file system is significantly larger than local disk I/O throughput, and scales with system
size. At the same time, the parallel file system provides relatively low cost data-fault
tolerance and large storage capacity. Thus, the two-level storage scheme exploits
advantages of both in-memory file system and parallel file system
We implement a prototype of the two-level storage system by integrating the inmemory file system Tachyon-0.6.0 with the parallel file system OrangeFS-2.9.0. Tachyon
is implemented in Java and the OrangeFS is implemented in C. These two levels are tightly
integrated with following two modules indicated in shadowed area in Figure 2-3.
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•

Tachyon-OFS Plug-in: A Java plug-in that provides an interface to translate the
functionalities of Tachyon in-memory file system to the functionalities of
OrangeFS parallel file system. The plug-in also provides hints with storage layout
support to allow deep tuning between the two file systems.

•

OrangeFS JNI Shim: A Java API that forwards all function calls from
Tachyon/OFS Plug-in to the OrangeFS Direct Interface. To deliver a high
bandwidth, the shim layer uses Java Native Interface (JNI) with Non-blocking I/O
(NIO) APIs and optimized buffer size to minimize overheads introduced in JVM.

While designing and implementing our prototype, we have added new features for
OrangeFS and Tachyon projects and contributed our work back to the open source
communities. Related patches have been merged into both of OrangeFS trunk and Tachyon
master branch.

Tachyon)

Big)Data)Stack)

RAMDisk)

RAMDisk)

Tachyon/OFS)
Plug4in)
RAMDisk)

OrangeFS)Underlying)Implementa1on))

OrangeFS)

OrangeFS)
Direct)Interface)
OrangeFS)
Library)

Network)Interconnec1on)

OrangeFS4Server)

OrangeFS4Server)

Local)FS)

Local)FS)

…

OrangeFS)
JNI)Shim)

Figure 2-3 System architecture of two-level storage.
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2.3.1

Data Layout Mapping
In our two-level storage system, OrangeFS and Tachyon have different data

layouts. As shown in Figure 2-4, an input file is transparently stored in Tachyon as a set of
fixed size logical blocks and each block is materialized into a Tachyon data file cached in
local in-memory space. The block size controls data-parallel granularity and can be
predefined in configuration. In contrast, the data file is stored in OrangeFS as stripes. Each
OrangeFS data file is then striped at the disk level, which is usually performed by hardware
RAID (redundant array of independent disks) built in each data node. Data fault tolerance
of the two-level storage system is ensured by the low-level erasure coding inside each data
node.

Compute Node 1

Input File

Tachyon Block

Task1

Task2

Compute Node 2
Task1

Task3

Input File 1
Block 1

Block 2

Task2

Task3

Input File 2
Block 3

Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

Tachyon Data File

OrangeFS Stripe

Data File 1

Data File 2

Data File 3

Data File 4

OrangeFS Data File
Data Node 2

Data Node 1

RAID Stripe

Figure 2-4 Input file partition and checkpointing data file striping on the two-level storage
system.
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The mapping between Tachyon and OrangeFS data layouts affects the load balance
among data nodes and the aggregate I/O throughput. To conserve the designs of each layer,
we organize the data with the layout of the destination file system whenever there is a data
transfer between Tachyon and OrangeFS. In our current design, we use two parameters to
control the mapping. The first parameter, stripe_size, determines the data granularity across
the list of data nodes and has a direct impact on the aggregate I/O throughput. The second
parameter, layout, decides the ordered set of data nodes to store the distributed OrangeFS
data file and manipulates the I/O load patterns between Tachyon data files and remote data
nodes. To achieve optimal performance, we tune several parameters including Tachyon’s
block size and OrangeFS’ stripe size. The Tachyon parameters are decided before runtime
while the OrangeFS parameters are dynamically adjustable through hints implemented in
our plug-in.
2.3.2 I/O Modes of the Two-level Storage
Currently, we have implemented synchronous I/O on the prototype two-level
storage system. The prototype provides three write modes and three read modes. The three
write modes are: (1) data is stored only in Tachyon, (2) data bypasses Tachyon and is
written to OrangeFS, and (3) data is synchronously written to OrangeFS when data is
created or updated in Tachyon. Figure 2-5 (a-c) shows these three modes respectively. The
read modes are similar and shown in Figure 2-5 (d-f): (1) data is read from Tachyon only,
(2) data is read from OrangeFS directly without being cached in Tachyon, and (3) data is
read partially from Tachyon and partially from OrangeFS. The read mode in Figure 2-5 (f)
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is the primary usage pattern in data-intensive computing. It improves read performance by
caching reusable data and adopting a proper data replacement policy such as LRU.

Write Mode
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Node

Read Mode

I/O$
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I/O$

I/O$

I/O$
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Data
Node

Figure 2-5 I/O operation modes of two-level storage.
Reading data from remote data nodes, especially from overloaded data nodes, is
very expensive. To minimize I/O congestion and contention, we apply distance-based read
policy over local and remote storage. Data access pipeline has two adjustable I/O buffers,
one (upper buffer) between application and Tachyon and the other (lower buffer) between
Tachyon and OrangeFS, as illustrated in Figure 2-6. The read I/O request always goes to
the next closest available storage device hosting the target data. Since Hadoop schedules
computing tasks based on data locality, most of the computing tasks always take step 1 to
fetch data from the upper buffer and if at failure take step 2 to fetch data from Tachyon
storage. If both attempt fail (the data is not present in Tachyon), the read request goes to
the lower level to load the block from OrangeFS persistent storage layer. We use 1 MB as
the upper buffer size and 4 MB as the lower buffer size. These sizes are experimentally
determined as they deliver good I/O throughput and latency.
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Data Node

Compute Node
Upper Buffer ①
Tasks

Checkpointing Data Blocks

②

③ Lower Buffer

④

Figure 2-6 Read I/O flow of two-level storage. The numbers indicate the order of
distance-based read policy.

2.4

I/O Throughput Analysis

2.4.1

I/O Modeling of Different Storage Systems
Considering a HPC system consisting of 𝑁 compute nodes and 𝑀 data nodes, we

make the following system assumptions to simplify the modeling effort:
•

All nodes have identical hardware configurations and are connected to each other
via non-blocking switches.

•

Workload is uniformly distributed among compute nodes, i.e., each node has the
same amount of I/O load.

•

The centralized switch and the bisection bandwidth of network provide a uniform
non-blocking backplane throughput Φ, and each node is connected by a full-duplex
network interface with bandwidth 𝜌.

•

There is no network-level interference, such as TCP congestion, and Incast/Outcast.
We focus on I/O bound computational tasks that are evenly distributed on compute

nodes without data skew. Hadoop can use four different types of storages: HDFS,
OrangeFS, Tachyon and the two-level storage system. We model the I/O throughput of
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each compute node with these four types of storages when it reads/writes a fixed size 𝐷 of
data from/to storage. Table 2-2 lists the notations used in the models.
Table 2-2 List of Notations.
Symbol
𝐷
𝑁

Meaning
The size of data each node processes
Number of compute nodes
Number of data nodes
The ratio of the size of data in Tachyon to the total size of data

𝑀
𝑓
Φ

Bandwidth of switch backplane, bisection bandwidth of network (Mbps)

𝜌

Bandwidth of network interface of compute and data nodes (Mbps)
I/O throughput of local hard drives on compute nodes (Mbps)
I/O throughput of local hard drives on data nodes (Mbps)

𝜇
𝜇4
ν
𝑞
2.4.2

I/O throughput of local memory (Mbps)
Average I/O throughput received on compute nodes (Mbps)
I/O Modeling of HDFS
With HDFS, Hadoop reads from the local hard drives. In this case, the I/O

;<=>
throughput µ of local hard drive determines the read throughput 𝑞789:
of each compute. If

data is not available on local hard drive, Hadoop reads from other nodes across the network.
;<=>
In this case, 𝑞789:
is determined by the minimum of three factors: 𝜌 , bandwidth

throughput of network interface of each node, Φ 𝑁, shared backplane throughput, and 𝜇,
;<=>
I/O throughput to local hard drive. Thus, the read throughput of each node, 𝑞789:
, is

;<=>
𝑞789:

=

𝜇, 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠
I

𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜌, 𝛷, 𝜇 , 𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠

(3-1)

J

To maintain the fault-tolerance of data, by default, Hadoop synchronously writes
one copy of data to local hard drive and two replicas to two other nodes by streaming
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;<=>
through network. Again, the write throughput 𝑞N7OP8
of each node is given by the

minimum of three factors: bandwidth of network interface of each node, shared backplane
throughput and the I/O throughput of local hard drive. Considering the entire cluster, all
nodes write three copies of data to local storage. Then, the maximum write throughput of
I

each node to local hard drive is 𝜇. Each node writes two copies of data to network. Thus,
Q

I

throughput of network interface of each node is limited by 𝜌 and average throughput of
R

bisection backplane is bounded by

I
RJ

;<=>
Φ. Thus, the write throughput of each node, 𝑞N7OP8
,

can be estimated as
;<=>
𝑞N7OP8
= 𝑚𝑖𝑛

I
R

𝜌,

I
RJ

I

𝛷, 𝜇

(3-2)

Q

2.4.3 I/O Modeling of OrangeFS
With OrangeFS as storage for Hadoop, 𝑁 compute nodes read/write data from 𝑀
data nodes. All read and write traffic must pass through the network. Thus, both write and
read throughput are determined by the throughput of following four resources: (1)
bandwidth of network interface of a compute node, 𝜌 . (2) the shared throughput on
bisection backplane; since all nodes share the bandwidth of the switch backplane, the
I

average throughput received by each compute node is Φ assuming 𝑁 > 𝑀, (3) the shared
J

throughput of network interface of data nodes; aggregated throughput of network interface
of 𝑀 data nodes is 𝑀×𝜌, shared by 𝑁 compute nodes. Thus, the average network interface
throughput of data nodes that each compute node receives is

T
J

𝜌, (4) the shared I/O

throughput to local hard drive in data nodes; aggregate local hard drive I/O throughput of
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𝑀 data nodes is 𝑀×𝜇′, shared by 𝑁 compute nodes. Thus, the average I/O throughput to
local hard drive on data nodes is

T
J

V=>
𝜇4 . Together, the read throughput, 𝑞789:
, and write

V=>
throughput, 𝑞N7OP8
, of each compute node are
I

T

T

J

J

J

V=>
V=>
𝑞N7OP8
= 𝑞789:
= 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜌, 𝛷, 𝜌, 𝜇4

2.4.4

(3-3)

I/O Modeling of Tachyon
The architecture of the Tachyon system is similar to that of HDFS except that: (1)

it uses DRAM, rather than local hard drive, to store data; (2) it uses lineage-based recovery,
rather than data replication, to achieve data fault-tolerance. Tachyon can potentially
improve the write throughput significantly.
With Tachyon as storage, Hadoop reads from DRAM of each compute node. The
W9XYZ[\

read throughput 𝑞789:

of each compute node is determined by the I/O throughput 𝜈 of

DRAM. If the data is not available from local DRAM, Hadoop reads from DRAM of other
W9XYZ[\

nodes in the network. In this case, the 𝑞789:

is determined by the minimum of three

throughput: network interface bandwidth, 𝜌; shared backplane bandwidth, Φ/ 𝑁; and the
W9XYZ[\

I/O throughput 𝜈 to DRAM. Namely, the read throughput of each node, 𝑞789:
W9XYZ[\

𝑞789:

=

𝜈, 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠
I

𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜌, 𝛷, 𝜈 , 𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠

, is:
(3-4)

J

With Tachyon as storage, Hadoop write the data to DRAM of each compute node.
W9XYZ[\

Then, the write throughput of each compute node, 𝑞N7OP8

is limited by the throughput to

memory:
W9XYZ[\

𝑞N7OP8

=𝜈

(3-5)
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2.4.5

I/O Modeling of the Two-level Storage
Our analysis is focused on the third write mode in Figure 2-5 (c) and the third read

mode in Figure 2-5 (f) of the two-level storage system where the Hadoop reads/writes data
from/to both Tachyon and OrangeFS. For the third write mode, the data is synchronously
written to Tachyon and OrangeFS at the same time. As the write throughput to Tachyon is
much higher than those to OrangeFS, the write throughput of each compute node on twoW^>
level storage, 𝑞N7OP8
, is bounded by the write throughput to OrangeFS:
W9XYZ[\

W^>
𝑞N7OP8
= 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑞N7OP8

V=>
V=>
, 𝑞N7OP8
) = 𝑞N7OP8

(3-6)

Let 𝑓 be the ratio of the size of data in Tachyon over the total size of data, 𝐷. Then,
the size of data in Tachyon is 𝑓×𝐷 and the size of data in OrangeFS is 1 − 𝑓 ×𝐷. The
Hadoop read 𝑓×𝐷 data from Tachyon with throughput 𝜈 (Tachyon in the two-level storage
do not read the data from other compute nodes) and 1 − 𝑓 ×𝐷 data from OrangeFS with
V=>
throughput 𝑞789:
. Combined together, the read throughput of each compute node is:
c

Ifc

d

lmn
ghijk

W^>
𝑞789:
= 1/( +

)

(3-7)

If 𝑓 = 1, data is read from Tachyon only and if 𝑓 = 0, data is read from OrangeFS
only. The higher the value of 𝑓 is, the larger the read throughput provided by the two-level
system is.
2.4.6 Aggregate I/O Throughput Comparison
The aggregate read/write throughput of HDFS can linearly scale up with the
number of compute nodes. On the other hand, the aggregate read/write throughput of
parallel file systems (such as OrangeFS) and the two-level storage are bounded by the
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network bandwidth and aggregate throughput of local disks on data nodes. To understand
the aggregate I/O throughput of parallel file systems and two-level storage compared to
those of HDFS, we have done a case study using the average I/O throughput of HPC
clusters (Figure 2-2). The network bandwidth is set to 1,170 MB/s per node. The local disk
read throughput is 237 MB/s and the local disk write throughput is 116 MB/s. The local
memory throughput is 6,267 MB/s. We have tested two parallel file systems aggregate
throughput: 10 GB/s and 50 GB/s. We assume the HDFS is deployed on single hard disk
of compute nodes of HPC. We don’t consider the storage capacity that systems can support,
but focus only on the throughput.
We observe the aggregate read/write throughput of three different values of f. As
shown in Figure 2-7, at 10 GB/s aggregate bandwidth of parallel file system, HDFS needs
43 nodes to achieve a higher aggregate read bandwidth than that of parallel file system and
needs 53 nodes (𝑓 = 0.2) and 83 nodes (𝑓 = 0.5) to achieve higher read aggregate
bandwidths than that of two-level storage. At 50 GB/s aggregate bandwidth of parallel file
system, the HDFS needs 211 nodes to have a higher aggregate read bandwidth than that of
parallel file system has and needs 262 nodes (𝑓 = 0.2) and 414 nodes (𝑓 = 0.5) to have
higher aggregate read bandwidths than that of the two-level storage. Our results show that
the two-level storage increases the aggregate read bandwidth by about 25% at 𝑓 = 0.2
(from 10 GB/s to 12.5 GB/s or from 50 GB/s to 62 GB/s) and about 95% at 𝑓 = 0.5 (from
10 GB/s to 19.6 GB/s or from 50 GB/s to 98 GB/s). Thus, use of the two-level storage can
increase the number of compute nodes to deploy Hadoop without sacrificing read
performance.
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Figure 2-7 Aggregate read throughput (left) and write throughput (right) of HDFS,
parallel file system and two-level storage.
At 10 GB/s aggregate bandwidth of parallel file system, HDFS needs 259 nodes to
have higher aggregate write bandwidth than those parallel file systems and the two-level
storage have, and at 50 GB/s aggregate bandwidth of parallel file system, HDFS needs
1,294 nodes to have higher aggregate write bandwidth than those parallel file systems and
the two-level storage have. The write throughput of HDFS is significantly smaller than the
read throughput since Hadoop needs to write two copies of data through network. Thus,
write throughput is usually not the constraint to use Hadoop on HPC with parallel or twolevel storages.
2.4.7 MapReduce I/O Cost Analysis
The main idea of MapReduce programming model is splitting a large problem into
sub-parts, computing partial solutions on sub-parts independently, and then assembling the
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partial solutions into the final solution. Standard MapReduce programming model includes
three major phases: Map, Shuffle and Reduce as shown in Figure 2-8. Here, we analyze
the I/O cost of each phase in MapReduce when different storage systems are used.
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Compute(
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Input(

Intermediate(Data(

Output(

HPC(Storage(System(

Figure 2-8 Storage I/O accesses in MapReduce job
2.4.8 I/O Cost in Map Phase
In the Map phase, the tasks load input data from storage systems, and spill
intermediate data on local storage. When HDFS and OrangeFS are used, the task output
the intermediate data to local disk. Assuming the size of the spilled on-disk intermediate
data in Map phase is 𝐼T , the I/O cost on Map phase when HDFS and OrangeFS are used
can be given as follows:
O\rsP

t

u
𝑇q9r = 𝑇789: + 𝑇N7OP8
=

<
ghijk

+

tu
v

(3-8)

When Tachyon and two-level storage are used, the tasks output the intermediate
data to in-memory file system. So the I/O cost on Map phase when Tachyon and two-level
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storage are used can be given as (assuming in-memory file system can store all intermediate
data):
O\rsP

<

t

u
𝑇q9r = 𝑇789: + 𝑇N7OP8
=

2.4.9

ghijk

+

tu
d

(3-9)

I/O Cost in Shuffle Phase
In the Shuffle phase, the tasks pull Map output from its local storage, sort it and

send it to corresponding local storage at Reduce side. When HDFS and OrangeFS are used,
the tasks read the Map output from local disk and write the intermediate data to local disk.
We define the size of materialized intermediate data in Shuffle phase as 𝐼> . Thus, when
HDFS and OrangeFS are used, the I/O cost on Shuffle phase is:
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When Tachyon and two-level storage are used, the tasks read the Map output from
local memory and write the intermediate data to local memory. So, when Tachyon and twolevel storage are used, the I/O cost in Shuffle phase is:
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2.4.10 I/O Cost in Reduce Phase
In Reduce phase, the tasks load the sorted intermediate data from Shuffle phase
from local storage, process it and output back to underlying storage systems. When HDFS
and OrangeFS are used, the tasks read the Shuffle output from local disk. Assuming the
size of output data generated in Reduce phase is 𝑂{ . Then, when HDFS and OrangeFS are
used, the I/O cost in Reduce phase is
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(3-12)

When Tachyon and two-level storage are used, the tasks read the Shuffle output
from local memory. Then, the I/O cost in Reduce phase is
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2.5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our two-level storage system using three experiments.
We first characterize I/O throughput behavior of the two-level storage. Then, we compare
performance of CPU, disk and network I/O utilizations of each compute node and the
performance of disk and network I/O utilizations of each data node using TeraSort
benchmark program when Hadoop is deployed on HDFS, OrangeFS and the two-level
storage, respectively. We then use K-means to investigate the performance of iterative
workflow on three storage systems.
2.5.1 Experimental Setup
All experiments are performed on Palmetto HPC cluster hosted at Clemson
University. We select nodes with the same hardware configuration (Table 2-3) for our
experiments. Each compute node is attached with a single SATA hard disk, and each data
node is attached to a 12 TB disk array. Although we cannot control the bandwidth of switch
backplane, the backplane bandwidth is much higher than the network interface bandwidth
in our experiments and is not the bottleneck resource in our experiments.
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Table 2-3 Hardware Configurations of Selected Nodes on Palmetto Cluster.
Component

Specification

CPU

Intel Xeon E5-2670 v2 20×2.50 GHz

HDD

1 TB 7200RPM SATA

RAID

12 TB LSI Logic MegaRAID SAS

DRAM

128 GB DDR3-1600

Network

Intel 10 Gigabit Ethernet

Switch

Brocade MLXe-32 with 6.4 Tbps backplane

For the first experiment, we use Tachyon built-in performance evaluation program
as the benchmark tool to measure the average read throughput received from two-level
storage under a range of data sizes with different skip sizes. In the experiment, we conduct
our measurements between one compute node and one data node. We allocate 16 GB for
Tachyon storage space on compute node and the data node has a 12 TB OrangeFS file
system. The skip size is defined as a fragment of data skipped per MB access. Since
OrangeFS has much higher access latency than Tachyon has, a large skip size has larger
impact on the I/O throughput for OrangeFS than for Tachyon. The data size is varied from
1 GB to 256 GB. For each data size, we test a range of skip sizes from 0 KB to 64 MB.
For second and third experiments, we run Terasort benchmark and K-means on 256
GB datasets using 17-node Hadoop cluster with 2-node OrangeFS as back-end storage
system. In Hadoop cluster, one machine is used as head node to host YARN’s
ResourceManager (RM) and Tachyon’s Master Service, and the rest of 16 compute nodes
are used to ingest MapReduce workloads. On each compute node, we assign 16 containers
to occupy 16 CPU slots and leave the rest of 4 CPU slots to handle extra system overhead.
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Thus, we can run 256 Mappers or Reducers and the workload can achieve full system
utilization if CPU utilization reaches 80%.
The capacity of Tachyon storage on each compute node is 32 GB. Then, the total
capacity of Tachyon is 512 GB. The Tachyon block size is set to 512 MB. Each block is
striped into 8 chunks with a strip size of 64 MB that are evenly distributed across 2 data
nodes in a round-robin fashion. Before each test, we empty OS page caches to measure
actual I/O costs. The concurrent write and read throughput on local disk for each of
compute nodes are about 65 MB/s. Concurrent write throughput on RAID for each of
OrangeFS data nodes is about 200 MB/s, and read is close to 400 MB/s.
2.5.2 I/O Characterization for Two-level Storage
As illustrated in Figure 2-9, we generate a two dimensional function of read
throughput versus data size and skip size. This function is similar to the memory mountain
that characterizes the capabilities of memory system. We call this function the storage
mountain of two-level storage system. The storage mountain reveals the performance
characteristics of our prototype two-level storage system. There are two ridges on the
storage mountain. The high ridge corresponds to throughput of Tachyon and the low ridge
reflects the throughput of OrangeFS. The I/O buffer size between applications and Tachyon
is set to 1 MB (Section 2.3.2).
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Figure 2-9 The storage mountain of two-level storage system.
There is a sharp slope between the two ridges when the data size is larger than 16
GB, which is the size of Tachyon storage. If we take a sliding window through the mountain
with a fixed skip size as in Figure 2-10, we can see the impact of in-memory file system
size on the read throughput. For data sizes smaller than 16 GB, the reads are from Tachyon
only and the read throughput reaches the peak throughput of about 13.2 GB/s. For data
sizes greater than 16 GB, namely, the data cannot fit in-memory space, the read throughput
are reduced sharply to less than 1 GB. The higher the data size is more than 16 GB, the
lower the read throughput is. For data of size 256 GB, the read throughput is reduced to
less than 512 MB.
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Figure 2-10 The read throughput of two-level storage shows the data locality. The graph
shows a slice of Figure 2-9 when skip size is 0 KB.
Slicing through the storage mountain along an opposite direction gives us an insight
into the impact of data access pattern on the read throughput. Figure 2-11 shows the read
performance of two fixed data sizes: 16 GB and 32 GB. For the skip sizes up to 1 MB,
every read request is guaranteed to have at least one hit on either of the two I/O buffers or
Tachyon in-memory space, and the read throughput remains at high level. Once the request
size reaches the secondary I/O buffer size, 4 MB, every read request misses in I/O buffers
and must spend extra cycles to fetch the data. As shown in Figure 2-11, the large skip sizes
have led to more significant performance degradation of read throughput on data of size 32
GB than those on data of size 16 GB.
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Figure 2-11 The impact of read skip size on read throughput.
In addition, there are two slopes on both ridges when the skip sizes are larger than
1 MB. The read throughput decreases when the data size is small. This is because the extra
overheads, such as scheduling cost, data serialization, become noticeable when the I/O cost
of small data is low.
The storage mountain shows that the performances of the two-level storage is
affected by multiple factors, such as data size and skip size. Since the ridge of Tachyon is
much higher than that of OrangeFS, we need to keep frequently used data in Tachyon to
achieve better performance.
2.5.3 Performance Evaluation Using TeraSort
In this experiment, we profile the detailed performance metrics with the TeraSort
benchmark workload. The TeraSort benchmark has three stages: TeraGen stage generates
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and writes input data to storage; TeraSort stage loads input data, sorts and writes output
data to storage; and TeraValidate stage reads and validates the sorted output data. Since
the TeraSort stage reads once and writes once and is an I/O bounded task, we use this stage
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Figure 2-12 Performance profiling metrics for TeraSort benchmark suit on three storage
systems.
We first run the TeraGen stage using a Map-only job to generate 256 GB data and
store in three storages: HDFS, OrangeFS and two-level storage (one copy in Tachyon and
one copy in OrangeFS). We then run the TeraSort stage using one MapReduce cycle.
Mapper reads the data from storage and Reducer writes the sorted data back to storage. We
profile the performance of CPU, disk and network I/O utilizations of each compute node
and the performance of disk and network I/O utilizations of each data node (Figure 2-12
(a-e)).
With HDFS, the Mapper reads from and the Reducer writes to local disks on
compute nodes. With OrangeFS, the Mapper reads from and the Reducer writes to
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OrangeFS on data nodes. With the two-level storage, the Mapper reads from Tachyon
(RAM) on compute nodes and the Reducer writes to OrangeFS on data nodes.
Since we can store all data in Tachyon of two-level storage in our experiments, the
Mapper can achieve peak read throughput (Tachyon ridge in storage mountain) as shown
Figure 2-12 (f). The Mapper on two-level storage is able to achieve about 5.4× and 4.2×
speedup comparing to the Mapper on HDFS and OrangeFS, respectively (Figure 2-12 (f)).
The high read throughput even pushes the Mapper reaching full CPU usage (Figure 2-12
(c)). Keeping part of data in Tachyon of two-level storage also reduces the network traffic.
In our extreme case, there is no network traffic from data nodes for Mappers using twolevel storage (Figure 2-12 (e)).
Writing to OrangeFS through Tachyon can also slightly improve the performance
compared to directly writing to OrangeFS (Figure 2-12 (b, c, f)). It benefits from
unidirectional I/O access from Tachyon to OrangeFS, in which OS page caches of data
nodes can fully engage in optimizing write loads. As a comparison, the data nodes are
involved for handling both read and write loads when only OrangeFS is used. The Reducer
running time on OrangeFS and two-level storage is slightly longer than that using HDFS
(Figure 2-12 (f)) when we use only two data nodes. However, the write throughput of
OrangeFS and two-level storage can be steadily improved by scaling the data node. For
example, when a new data node to our testing system is added, roughly an extra 200 MB/s
concurrent write throughput can be achieved. Running time of TeraSort reduce phase
decreases by 1.9× and 4.5× when the number of data nodes increases from 2 to 4 and 12
respectively are (Figure 2-12 (g)). In all tests, performance is bounded by either aggregate
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disk throughput or CPU FLOPs of compute nodes, rather than networking bandwidth. As
shown in Figure 2-12 (a, b, c, d, e), the network throughput never reaches its limit.
The data used in our current experiments is relatively small and can be completely
stored in Tachyon of two-level storage. If we use large data that need to be stored in both
Tachyon and OrangeFS of two-level storage, the performance of TeraSort using two-level
storage is degraded gracefully. However, according to our theoretical analysis (Figure 2-7),
we still expect that the two-level storage could always provide better performance than
OrangeFS. Finally, the two-level storage has the added advantage to deliver higher I/O
throughput and larger storage capacities than HDFS when number of compute nodes is
limited.
2.5.4 Performance Evaluation Using K-means
Next, we use K-means to examine the performance of iterative workflows on the
three storage systems. The K-means clustering algorithm partitions n data points into K
clusters. It has two steps: assignment and update. In assignment step, the algorithm assigns
each data point to a cluster whose centroid is the closest to it. In update step, the algorithm
recalculates the centroid of each cluster based on new assignment. The K-means algorithm
iterates these two steps until it converges.
In our experiments, we sample 10 clusters of 27 dimension data points using
HiBench [66]. The size of total input data is about 256 GB. The data is initially stored in
HDFS and OrangeFS. For the two-level storage, the data is stored in Tachyon after the first
iteration. We run the K-means algorithm from Apache Mahout on the Hadoop with three
different storage systems for 30 iterations. In each iterative step, the Mappers load all input
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data and centroids, and emit the nearest centroid for each data point; the Reducers collect
the emitted data, calculate the new centroids, and save them onto disk.
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Figure 2-13 Accumulated running time of K-means algorithm with three different storage
systems.
Figure 2-13 shows the running times of first three iterations and 10th, 20th and 30th
iterations, respectively. In the first iteration, input data are fully loaded from HDFS and
OrangeFS directly. Thus, the running times of the first iteration are mainly dominated by
the I/O cost. The cost of HDFS is lower than those of OrangeFS and two-level storage in
the first iteration. This is because the aggregate read bandwidth of HDFS is about 1,040
MB/s (Eq. (1)) and is higher than the aggregate bandwidth (800 MB/s) of OrangeFS. The
cost of the two-level storage in first iteration is slightly higher than that of OrangeFS, which
indicates a small overhead after adding Tachyon storage layer. In subsequent iterations,
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I/O throughput of the two-level storage becomes significantly higher since the data is kept
in Tachyon. Thus, the running time of K-means on two-level storage becomes significantly
shorter. After 30 iterations, the running time of K-means on the two-level storage is 3.6×
and 1.6× shorter than those on OrangeFS and HDFS. The K-means workload becomes
CPU-bound (after the first I/O-bounded iteration) as the data is fully cached in memory.
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Figure 2-14 Running time on each K-Means iteration.
Figure 2-14 shows the running times for K-mean iterations on three different
storages. The running times of K-means iterations on HDFS and OrangeFS is reduced after
first iteration because both HDFS and OrangeFS implement cache to improve performance.
The running times of K-means iterations on OrangeFS only slightly reduce after the first
iteration because the OrangeFS client-side cache is either too small or uses an unmatched
cache eviction policy (e.g. LRU), leading to a poor cache hit rate. In contrast, the running
times of K-means iterations on HDFS is reduced significantly due to large distributed page
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caches on each compute node. The running times of K-means iterations on the two-level
storage are stable after first iteration. The capacity of Tachyon in our test is larger than the
data size. Thus, all input and intermediate data is kept in Tachyon, providing stable cache
hit rates for data.
The running time of K-means iterations on HDFS has relatively wide variations for
two reasons. First, K-means iteration workload leads repeated reads of input datasets and
results in all three replicas of data blocks being fetched into the page cache. Eventually, the
size of occupied data blocks can be much larger than the size of page cache allocated in
compute nodes, and a portion of reusable input datasets are evicted. Second, compared to
the two-level storage, the use of page cache in HDFS does not provide the fine-grain control
that application workload actually needs. The OS controlled cache size and eviction policy
could become problematic when Hadoop runtime tasks or other applications have a heavy
I/O load on local disk during the period of K-means execution. The page cache pollution
and interference suffered in HDFS result in an unstable hit rate on the input datasets.
If the in-memory file system is not large enough to hold all data, part of the data
has to be stored in the OrangeFS of two-level storage. To understand how the capacity of
Tachyon affects the performance, we run the K-means with only part of input data stored
in Tachyon. Figure 2-15 shows average running times of K-means with various amounts
of input data kept in Tachyon. Overall, the performance is reduced when less input data is
kept in Tachyon. However, the running time only gets a 15.5% degradation when 25%
input datasets is moved out of Tachyon. This performance maintenance comes from the
convergence of aggregate I/O bandwidth over individual compute nodes and reduction of
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I/O contention across the underlying parallel file system. In this case, local in-memory
access to 75% of input data has reduced more than 75% overhead on both network and
OrangeFS. The local in-memory access to input data greatly reduces the probability of
network congestion as well as improves the throughput of concurrent disk access on remote
data nodes. Thus, the higher in-memory hit is not only able to increase I/O bandwidth, but
also improves the compute efficiency when storage bandwidth gets saturated. Once the
data kept in Tachyon is less than 75%, the average running times decrease linearly with the
percentage of in-memory data.
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Figure 2-15 Average running times of K-means using 256 GB data on 16 machines with
varying amounts of data in Tachyon (first iteration running time excluded).
To further investigate the scalability of K-means on three storage systems, we
conduct experiments using different combinations of compute nodes and data nodes. The
ratio of numbers of compute nodes and data nodes is fixed at 8:1. The size of input data is
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linearly increased from 128 GB for 8 computer nodes and 1 data node to 1024 GB for 64
compute nodes and 8 data nodes. For each experiment, we run K-means on two stages: the
stage of 10 iterations and the stage that writes the output to the storage system.
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Figure 2-16 Weak scalability of three storage systems. CN: compute nodes, DN: data
nodes.
Figure 2-16 shows the running times of two stages for different configurations. For
the iteration stage, with the benefit of data locality, the running times of K-means on both
HDFS and two-level storage show no performance degradation. On the other hand, the Kmeans running times of iteration stage on OrangeFS have gradually increased as the
compute/data nodes and input data size increase, which indicates that the overhead for
reading data from OrangeFS has increased as the number of compute/data nodes increase.
For the write stage, the running times of K-means on both OrangeFS and two-level storage
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show no performance degradation. The K-means running time of write stage on OrangeFS
is much higher than that of K-means on two-level storage. This is due to the implementation
characteristics of K-means algorithm in Mahout. The K-means application in Mahout first
reads a copy of input data, and then writes the output back to storage. For the two-level
storage, it reads the data from Tachyon while it reads data directly from OrangeFS if only
OrangeFS is used. The K-means running time of write stage on HDFS has gradually
increased as compute/data nodes and input data size increase. Since HDFS uses a
synchronous pipeline to duplicate two additional replicates of output data on remote
machines, it is possible that some machines get overwhelmed and the network gets
congested, which may lower the performance at the write stage. This phenomenon becomes
more significant when the number of compute nodes increases. Overall, the two-level
storage achieves weak scalability on both iteration and write stages.

2.6 Related Work
There are three major research directions to integrating Hadoop with HPC
infrastructure. Previous work has explored directly deploying Hadoop atop of existing
parallel file systems, such as GPFS [75], Ceph [68], Lustre [76]. These efforts mainly focus
on showing the performance enhancement by exploring suitable mapping between parallel
file systems and Hadoop, such as increasing the size of stripe unit, using different layout
distribution, and applying optimal data prefetching. However, the performance of dataintensive workload is still tightly coupled with available I/O bandwidth of parallel file
systems.
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Instead of using dedicated data servers, some previous studies deploy Hadoop on
compute nodes only. Tantisiriroj et al. [27] explore the I/O performance benefit by
migrating data server to compute nodes with emulated HDFS-style data layout, replication
and consistency semantics. In their experiments, the performance of PVFS (v2.8.2) is very
close and even higher than that of HDFS (v0.20.1) on 51-node OpenCloud cluster when
using optimized I/O buffer size, data mapping and layout. Other researches have deployed
parallel file system, Gfarm [77] and GlusterFS as well as QFS [69], on compute nodes in
their production cluster. However, the capacity, performance and in consistence of local
disk in traditional HPC clusters limit the usability of deploying Hadoop on compute nodes.
Third approach deploys Hadoop on data nodes. Xu et al. [78] have studied
performance enhancement by employing MapReduce on the storage sever of HPC. This
deployment solution can access data on persistent storage natively. It works on a small size
of workloads but it could have scalability issues when the job has mixed CPU and dataintensive workloads, the reason being that data nodes on HPC are usually equipped with
relatively slow and limited computing units. This is especially true for many of CPU-bound
data analysis workloads [79].
One project [80], is similar in spirit to our project, but from a different direction. It
uses two optimized schedule techniques (Enhanced Load Balancer and the CongestionAware Task Dispatching) to improve the I/O performance of local disk. Our solution is
focusing on integration of two storage systems.
Wang et al. [81] have also utilized memory to increase I/O performance of parallel
file system. They introduce a dedicated buffer layer deployed at the front-end of data nodes
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of HPC to buffer the burst I/O. In our system, we use the memory of compute nodes as part
of storage.
PortHadoop [82] and Triple-H [83] are two closest research works as the proposed
two-level storage for accelerating Hadoop/Spark workloads on HPC clusters. These
solutions share the same goal but use different building blocks and interception techniques.
However, the former two solutions rely on HDFS interface and services (NameNode
service, DataNode service or both) and thus have an isolated naming space between parallel
file system and HDFS. Two-level storage can decouple this dependence using the unified
namespace between Tachyon and parallel file system. For example, if in-memory files have
been synchronized to underlying parallel file system, HPC applications can still access
those files using the namespace from parallel file system transparently. In addition,
Tachyon also provides additional lineage APIs to ensure data fault tolerance, which can
significantly improve the write throughput for two-level storage if further integration has
been implemented
Recently, the search engine, Baidu, reported use of Tachyon as a transparent layer
for data exchange between Baidu file system (BFS) hosted in data centers in China and
those in USA research center [84]. Depending on the workload type, overall improvement
was 30 to 60 time speedups.
User space file system is also related to TLS, which can provide a storage interface
between TLS and the native applications. Much work has done in this research area. The
I/O part of native code (the legacy scientific applications) is typically implemented by
using POSIX interface, which is incompatible with the semantics of distributed storage
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system, such as HDFS and Tachyon. To live in this environment, the applications require
middleware that can transparently adapt POSIX interface to the semantics supported by the
distributed storage systems; such middleware is known as an interposition agent. There are
many techniques for interpositioning services between an application and the underlying
system. Each has particular strengths and weaknesses.
Parrot [85] is a transparent user-level access tool which can be used to attach
existing programs to a variety of storage systems such as HDFS, iRODS, Chirp, and FTP.
It can be deployed and operated without special privileges or kernel changes, and
applications do not need to be re-written to access remote storage. It works as proxy agent
where an application’s system calls through the Linux Ptrace debugging interface, and then
be replaced with the desired I/O operations.
FUSE (Filesystem in Userspace) is an I/O interface for applications to export a
filesystem to the Linux kernel from userspace, which is an available in most operating
systems, such as Linux, FreeBSD, OpenBSD, NetBSD, OpenSolaris, Android and OS X.
There are many implementations building atop of FUSE against different under file
systems. All those implementations support non-privileged users to access their own file
systems without editing kernel code or change applications. Under the FUSE I/O
semantics, developers can largely avoid the consideration of the compatibility of their file
systems with future versions of the kernel. Especially, jnr-fuse [86] is a FUSE binding for
Java language using Java Native Runtime (JNR) technology, which could be a very useful
tool to bridge HPC native applications with Java-based distributed file systems such as
HDFS and Tachyon.
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Finally, there are many other projects that have proposed to support development
of user space file systems. For example, UserFS [87] worked on Linux kernel up to version
2.2. It included a kernel module for registering UserFS through VFS. A file descriptor is
used as a communication interface for all requests to this file system through a user space
library.

2.7 Summary
In this chapter, we develop a prototype of the two-level storage by integrating the
in-memory file system, Tachyon, and the parallel file system, OrangeFS. In TLS, Tachyon
is deployed on compute nodes and OrangeFS is deployed on data nodes. Tachyon provides
the mechanism to exploit temporal locality of data that does not need to be retrieved from
data nodes via network. Our theoretical modeling and experimental evaluation show that
the current version of the two-level storage can increase read throughput. Since write
throughput is usually not a bottleneck for running Hadoop on HPC, higher read throughput
of the two-level storage scales up with the number of compute nodes for Hadoop.
Although running Hadoop on Tachyon alone can also take advantage of high I/O
throughput and data locality, it has two issues. First, the capacity of Tachyon is limited
compared to large storage capacity on data nodes. Second, Tachyon uses lineage to recover
data when there is a fault. This recovery incurs computing cost. In our two-level storage,
local data always has a copy in OrangeFS; thus, OrangeFS provides fault-tolerance for
Tachyon.
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Public HPC clusters are usually shared by a large number of users. Each user is
usually allocated a limited number of compute nodes. The two-level storage can provide
higher read and write throughput with limited number of compute nodes. Thus, running
Hadoop with the two-level storage may provide a better performance solution for big data
analytics on traditional HPC infrastructures.
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Chapter 3: In-Memory Storage Controller
In order to boost the performance of data-intensive computing on HPC systems, inmemory computing frameworks, such as Apache Spark and Flink, use local DRAM for
data storage. Optimizing the memory allocation to data storage is critical to delivering
performance to traditional HPC compute jobs and throughput to data-intensive applications
sharing the HPC resources. Current practices that statically configure in-memory storage
may leave inadequate space for compute jobs or lose the opportunity to utilize available
space for data-intensive applications. In this paper, we explore techniques to dynamically
adjust in-memory storage and make the right amount of space for compute jobs. We have
developed a dynamic memory controller, DynIMS, which infers memory demands of
compute tasks online and employs a feedback-based control model to adapt the capacity of
in-memory storage. We test DynIMS using mixed HPCC and Spark workloads on a HPC
cluster. Experimental results show that DynIMS can achieve up to 5 × performance
improvement compared to systems with static memory allocations.

3.1 Introduction
Data-intensive computing is increasingly challenging the capacity and capability of
existing HPC I/O systems that are designed and provisioned for compute-centric
workloads. For example, the national science user facilities operated by the Department of
Energy (DoE) Office of Science (SC) including particle accelerators, colliders, light
sources, telescopes, genomic sequences and neutron sources is generating vast amounts of
scientific data sets at unprecedented rates, and those aggregated data will reach multiple
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exabytes in the next few years [88]. The workload shifting from compute-centric paradigm
to data-centric paradigm indicates a trend towards the convergence of data and computing:
HPC storage systems need to be re-architected to accommodate data-centric requirement.
However, reconciling these demands is non-trivial. Our study in Chapter 2 demonstrates
that the current HPC storage architecture would not scale with an increasing number of
compute nodes due to the I/O bottleneck between data and computing.
To alleviate the I/O bottleneck, previous studies provided three different types of
solutions along with storage distance. First, direct optimization on parallel file systems
such as data layout, collective I/O, access pattern and more, has been studied extensively
[27], [89], [90]. Second, dedicated I/O forwarding node, such as burst buffer [91], is
inserted between compute nodes and data nodes to absorb peak I/O requests. Finally, inmemory computing, such as Apache Spark and Flink frameworks, use local DRAM for
storing data [63], [92]. The last solution is a very promising approach for addressing I/O
bottleneck fundamentally. Since its computing architecture is close to the concept of insitu data processing through data locality. There are more and more substantial progresses
on adopting Spark to HPC systems for large-scale scientific data analytics in recent years
due to its highly flexible, generic and scalable programing framework.
Recently, a large-scale Spark deployment over traditional HPC systems is being
investigated on several national and leadership computing clusters. Particularly, the
National Energy Research Scientific Computing Facility (NERSC) did a comprehensive
evaluation as well as enhancement to accelerate this adaption progress including data
format support on HDF5 and netCDF [93], Docker-based deployment and writeable cache
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support [94], matrix factorizations benchmark [95], and scalability measurement on Cray
XC systems (Edison and Cori) [96], [97]. However, additional complexities associated
with dynamically managing memory resource between task execution and data storage and
transparently staging-in/out actual data from parallel file systems to local in-memory
storage space still present significant challenges (RAMDisk size is fixed, not transparent,
thus cannot be global shared.). As a result, Spark cluster is typically configured on HPC
clusters at the time they are initially started with an isolated memory space. The amount of
memory available for use by the task execution and data storage is one of the key resources
that are required at set up time. It is sometimes very difficult for user to determine how
much memory a data processing job will require in order to run, not to mention run
efficiently and quickly. Some workloads, such as machine learning applications, run faster
only with a significant amount of memory that can hold the full computation datasets. The
available memory is used for task execution as well as data storage. The amount of data
that the workload is processing can also vary over time, thus increasing or decreasing the
amount of memory needed to run well. The amount of memory configured for use by big
data framework also depends on the size of the machine and amount of memory available
on the machine. A long-term operated HPC cluster often includes different type of compute
nodes across a range of technology generations with various memory capacities. In
production environment, some nodes have very large amounts of memory, while others
have less. Configuring such system with heterogeneous computing resource which
applications can run results in suboptimal performance of the system.
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In fact, there is a need for system support and runtime mechanism to improve system
memory utilization and reduce task-to-task as well as task-to-data memory contentions.
Current practices that statically configure in-memory storage can’t effectively address the
memory conflicts between data-intensive workloads and traditional HPC workloads. Dataintensive computing frameworks, such as Spark, provide interface for users to specify a
DRAM space as the in-memory storage. Though Spark can adjust the space partition
between Spark workload execution and storage memory region within the framework [98],
[99], it can’t manage the space outside of the framework. In production environment, it is
often hard or even impossible to determine a suitable configuration for memory allocation
between compute jobs and data-intensive workloads. A small in-memory space may not be
optimal for data-intensive workloads, while a large in-memory space may leave inadequate
space to compute jobs and severely hurt their performance. Furthermore, memory demand
varies significantly between compute jobs and during the execution of a single job.
A promising approach is to dynamically adjust the memory distribution between inmemory storage and execution runtime of traditional HPC job execution according to the
latter’s demand. This approach gives the priority to HPC compute workloads and meets
their memory demands first. It can then opportunistically allocate the rest available space
to the data-intensive frameworks. In previous chapter, we integrate a distributed in-memory
storage system [72], [100] with a parallel file system to improve the performance of dataintensive jobs. However, the size of DRAM allocated for the in-memory storage system is
fixed and the deployment of separated in-memory store reduces the memory size for
compute jobs and hurts the performance of the overall job mix on the system. Built on our
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prior work, we explore to dynamically adjust in-memory data storage space at runtime to
maintain HPC compute applications’ performance and accelerate data-intensive workload
execution.
In this chapter, we present DynIMS, a new dynamic memory controller to manage
the capacity of in-memory storage system on HPC clusters. DynIMS can improve HPC
system throughput when there are mixed compute- and data-intensive workloads.
Specifically, our contributions are as follows:
1) We empirically investigate the impact of memory pressure on HPC workload
performance.
2) We design a self-adaptive memory controller model, in which we use feedback
control for dynamic capacity eviction and allocation of in-memory storage
system.
3) We implement a prototype of DynIMS to control Alluxio [72], [100] in-memory
storage system that is deployed on compute nodes of HPC cluster.
We evaluate DynIMS using mixed HPC cluster and Spark workloads and show up
to 5× performance improvement over static memory allocation.

3.2 Background
We now provide background information that motivates our work including brief
discussion of the memory usage pattern, the performance characteristics of HPCC
benchmark, and the memory management in DynIMS.
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3.2.1

Memory Usage Pattern of HPC Applications
To understand the peak memory usage pattern of HPC applications, we run HPCC

benchmarks of HPC workloads such as HPL, DGEMM, STREAM, PTRANS,
RandomAccess, FFT, and a set of tests to measure networking bandwidth and latency. The
peak memory usage of HPCC benchmark is close to 75 GB (Figure 3-1). Thus, if we deploy
a big data framework with a static configuration on compute nodes with 120 GB available
memory (having 5 GB reserved memory for OS) that also run the HPCC benchmark, we
can only have 25 GB space for in-memory storage and other 20 GB memory space for big
data runtime and application execution. As shown in Figure 3-1, at least 40 GB memory is
unused during most of HPCC benchmark running time. The static configuration of inmemory storage leads to low usage of memory most of time.
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3.2.2 Memory Pressure and HPC Application Performance
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Figure 3-1 Memory usage pattern on HPCC benchmark.
To understand the relationship between the memory pressure and the performance of
HPC applications, we run the High Performance Linpack (HPL) benchmark on a single
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compute node with 24 CPU cores and 125 GB memory. The problem size of Linpack varies
from 5 GB to 100 GB. When each Linpack instance is running, we use other programs to
control the overall system memory utilization and make it stay at certain levels. Once
memory utilization reaches 100%, we can further request more memory to engage the swap
space. In our experiments, we control the utilization of the swap space at 0.5% and 1% of
the physical memory. Figure 3-2 plots the measured performance of HPL benchmark at
various system memory utilizations. HPL benchmark performance drops sharply as the
system memory utilization is close to 100%. The performance behavior of HPL benchmark
indicates that HPC applications are very sensitive to the memory pressure. Performance
degradation or even application failure will happen if memory pressure is not released
timely. Therefore, a sub-second or even millisecond-level response is required to avoid
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Figure 3-2 Performance impact on system memory pressure.
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3.2.3
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Figure 3-3 High-level abstraction of memory usage on compute node.
Figure 3-3 illustrates a high-level abstraction of memory usage on a typical
compute node with a mixed HPC and big data workloads. In a shared compute node, the
sizes of 𝑁 , 𝑆 and 𝐸 are required to be predefined and statically chosen from users’
estimation based-on their previous knowledge and experience, where 𝑁 is often estimated
from the peak memory usage on HPC application, and 𝑆 and 𝐸 derivate from the residual
memory available on the same node. Obviously, static configuration only can deliver a
suboptimal performance if the memory demands required by the mixed workloads are
changed periodically. There exist a couple of limitations on it: 1) in production HPC
clusters, the memory resource required by HPC application is often over-estimated and is
isolated to other applications or services running on the same node. To get actual peak
memory demand, users have to do a detailed performance profiling on each of their
applications combing with different group of computation parameters, which involves lots
of extra works and becomes impractical and cumbersome; 2) it is also hard to choose the
optimized memory partition ratio used for task execution and data storage in big data
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application. Although Spark introduces the unified memory (borrowing storage memory
from execution task) after version 1.6.0 [98], the total amount of memory used by Spark
runtime still needs to be predefined. Thus memory contention problem still exists between
HPC and Spark workloads.
To overcome these limitations, the proposed solution makes above three size
dynamically adjustable in runtime. In contrast, it only reserves a small portion of system
memory for OS runtime 𝑂 and buffer space 𝐵, and leaves rest of system memory as a
shared resource pool to support both task execution and data storage. As a result, the
boundaries among 𝑁, 𝑆 and 𝐸 become fully crossable. In-memory storage can use the
entire free space as needed if memory utilization is below the required threshold. On the
other hand, when HPC or big data workload gets a burst in execution memory requirement
and memory pressure arises, storage can shrink its size by evicting some of occupied inmemory data blocks.

3.3 System Design
This section provides an overview of the proposed system - DynIMS. We first
depict system architecture and implementation details, and then introduce the memory
control model.
3.3.1 Architecture Overview
Our dynamic memory controller, DynIMS, implements a runtime monitoring
scheme and consists of four major building blocks (Figure 3-4):
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Figure 3-4 DynIMS system architecture.
•

Monitoring Agents: they collect the memory usage statistics. We use collectd [101]
as our monitoring agents, for which we configure memory and Kafka plugins to
collect and forward the memory metrics. JSON format is used to code structural
information.

•

Stream Processor: it computes the optimized in-memory storage space for each
node online and is powered by Apache Flink [40].

The stream processor is

implemented as a stream service and is scaled to whole control cluster. Stream
processor includes a simple and flexible interface to programmatically interact with
the aggregated memory metrics.
•

Memory Controller: it determines and sends out the memory eviction and allocation
instructions. Its implementation is based on Vert.x [102] framework. We also
implement communication adapters and control interfaces between memory
controller and in-memory storage.
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•

Messaging Bus: it transports the memory usage metrics and aggregated statistics.
Apache Kafka [103], a distributed messaging system, is adopted to build messaging
bus bridging above three modules.
The design of DynIMS emphasizes generality, modularity, and scalability. The

DynIMS can provide an out-of-the-box solution to support majority in-memory storage
systems. Memory controller is driven by a self-adaptive control model to dynamically
regulate in-memory storage capacity. The input of DynIMS is a sequence of real-time
memory usage metrics collected by each of monitoring agents, and the output of DynIMS
is corresponding memory capacity adjustment instructions for in-memory storage on each
compute node. Monitoring agents (collectd daemons) are distributed to each compute node
for cluster-wide memory usage monitoring and forwarding. To enable the dynamic
memory adjustment of in-memory storage systems on the runtime, a control interface is
implemented based on file systems’ APIs through RPC or REST interface. The
implementation of control interface is often straightforward and only requires a light patch
on existing in-memory storage systems. For example, we have implemented two interfaces
for existing storage systems to work with DynIMS: 50 Lines-of-Code (LoC) for Alluxio
and 30 LoC for HDFS.
The mechanisms and frameworks used for building DynIMS also have deep
implications to the memory controller’s performance and scalability. DynIMS is carefully
architected to reach a sub-second response for accommodating a burst of memory usage.
To deliver a low-latency control cycle across the whole computing cluster, each of these
four building blocks includes a scalable architecture to guarantee processing time. The
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performance of the messaging bus and stream processor relies on the underlying Kafka and
Flink clusters. Both of those two frameworks are well proven for delivering throughput in
the order of one and even tens millions of events per second with latency as low as few
tens of milliseconds [104], [105]. In addition, the memory controller uses the event-driven
and non-blocking architecture provided by Vert.x to handle high concurrency adjustment
signal with a low cost, and can be scaled to multiple machines using Hazelcast or JGroups
based clustering techniques. As a result, the integrated prototype is formed by stream
processing based components from ground up, thus runs very efficiently with a low
overhead on memory monitoring, and model computation. In our tests, the monitoring
overhead is between 0.3% and 1.0% utilization on a single CPU core with 100 ms sampling
interval, and the average computation cost on the aggregated monitoring steam received
from 4 compute nodes is below 10% utilization on a single CPU core. Memory Control
Model
As discussed in Section (3.2.2), the utilization of memory has a close correlation
with the application performance as well as system stability, and it is desirable to maintain
the memory pressure below a critical threshold. We apply a closed-loop feedback-based
control model to adjust storage memory (Figure 3-5). We continuously monitor the
memory usage of each compute node. The usage information drives a controller to compute
the next optimized size for in-memory storage. The controller signals the compute node to
adjust in-memory storage.
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Figure 3-5 Feedback-based control on memory adjustment.
Let 𝑢O and 𝑣O be the capacity of in-memory storage and system memory usage of a
compute node with total memory size 𝑀 during the 𝑖th control interval. In addition, 𝑟O =
𝑣O 𝑀 denotes the memory utilization ratio of a computer node in the same interval. The
memory controller computes the suitable in-memory storage capacity for the next 𝑖 + 1

st

interval using the following equation:
𝑢OyI = 𝑢O − 𝜆𝑣O

7~ f7ˆ

(4-1)

7ˆ

where rŠ is the threshold of memory utilization ratio on the compute node, and the
controller integral gain λ is a constant parameter that determines the aggressiveness of the
tuning on in-memory storage. Intuitively, when the memory utilization error is negative,
uŒyI will be larger than uŒ to allocate more space for in-memory store. On the other hand,
a positive memory utilization error indicates a raised memory pressure in compute node,
and the controller decreases uŒ with a triggered eviction request to meet the memory
utilization goals. The detailed implementation on the proposed controller model is the
following:
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Algorithm 4-1. DynIMS Control Algorithm
set 𝑀 ← total memory size
1:
set 𝑈qO\ ← minimum in-memory storage size
2:
set 𝑈q9• , 𝑈Š ← maximum in-memory storage size
3:
4:
set 𝐵 ← in-memory storage block size
set 𝑟Š ← desired memory utilization
5:
set Δ ← 0
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

/* API call to external in-memory file systems */
procedure SetInMemorySize(ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑡, 𝑈Š )
if Δ > 0 then
EvictWithLFU(ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑡, 𝑈q9• − 𝑈Š )
/* sends eviction signal */
if Δ < 0 then
Allocate(ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑡, 𝑈Š )
/* sends allocation signal */
while 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 do
for each ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑡 ∈ 𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 do /* runs control model on all compute nodes */
𝑣 𝑘 ⇐ get previous memory usage
Δ = 𝑣 𝑘 − 𝑟Š 𝑀
/* the deviation value of used memory */
if Δ ≥ 2𝐵 then
/* computes next optimized size if the deviation ≥ 2𝐵 */
7 ˜ f7ˆ
𝑢 𝑘 + 1 = 𝑢 𝑘 − 𝜆𝑣 𝑘
/* infers next control size */
𝑈=

s ˜yI

7ˆ

+ 1 𝐵 /* control size should be based on the block size */
U›Œœ , 𝑈 < U›Œœ
′
𝑈 = U›•ž , 𝑈 > U›•ž
/* control size should be in the range */
𝑈, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
if 𝑈Š ≠ 𝑈 ′ then
/* checks if the control size has been changed */
𝑈Š = 𝑈 ′
SetInMemorySize(ℎ𝑜𝑠𝑡, 𝑈Š )
/* resets in-memory storage size */
end for
end while
™
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Figure 3-6 Memory eviction and allocation size for different values of the gain parameter
λ = 2.5, 0.1, 0.5.
The main challenge here is to choose a suitable gain parameter λ such that the
closed-loop system is stable, and the measured memory utilization can track the reference
value rŠ as quickly as possible. In our prototype, we have empirically evaluated the
stability of the control model using a range of the controller integral gain (0 < λ ≤ 2.5)
against a fixed memory utilization threshold (rŠ = 95%). Figure 3-6 shows the detailed
control behavior when running a mixed HPCC and K-means workloads on cluster, where
the allocation of in-memory storage size is managed by the DynIMS controller. Multiple
experiments have been run with the gain parameter λ set to different values. In each test,
DynIMS starts shirking the in-memory storage size when a burst of execution memory is
raised from PTRANS benchmark (control sequence 1 to 20) and readjusts the storage
memory back to the initial size once the memory pressure is released (control sequence 21
to 30). As shown in figure 3-6, for λ = 2.5 , the response to the change of memory pressure
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is fast and aggressive, which results unstable oscillations in the in-memory storage size
around the target. For λ = 0.1, the eviction and allocation to the in-memory storage size
are sluggish and do not track the target fast enough leading either the memory contention
or low usability on the shared memory resource. Among the three tested values, λ = 0.5
provides the best tradeoff between the stability and fast racking in the HPCC workloads.
Table 3-1 lists the optimized parameters we adopt through all our experiments. While this
λ value may not be applicable to other workloads or the same workload deployed in a
different size of computing cluster, one can always find an optimum λ value by performing
model recalibration.
Table 3-1 Parameter values of the memory controller.
𝑀

𝑟Š

𝜆

𝑈qO\

𝑈q9•

𝑇

125 GB

0.95

0.5

0 GB

60 GB

100 ms

To ensure that the adjusted in-memory storage size is within a machine-specified
range, we define 𝑈qO\ ≤ 𝑢OyI ≤ 𝑈q9• , where 𝑈qO\ = 0 and 𝑈q9• = 𝛼𝑀, 0 < 𝛼 < 1; 𝛼
is a machine-specific parameter. In addition, the control interval 𝑇 is also a very important
parameter that directly affects system performance and stability. To maintain a high
sensitivity to the memory pressure, we set the control interval as small as possible while
keeping the monitoring and adjusting overheads within a reasonable range.
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3.4 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we measure the performance of DynIMS controller, and demonstrate
integration of Alluxio into the DynIMS memory controller through a series of Spark
applications and problem sizes on our campus HPC cluster.
3.4.1

Experiment Setup
In this section, we evaluate DynIMS on the Palmetto HPC cluster at Clemson

University. Table I lists the parameters of DynIMS used in our experiments. We test
DynIMS while running the Spark applications and HPCC benchmark simultaneously.
Alluxio is co-deployed with Spark using RAMDisk as storage media. We apply LFU
eviction policy on Alluxio backed by the OrangeFS parallel file system to form a two-level
storage system [106].
Table 3-2 Hardware Configurations of Selected Nodes on Palmetto Cluster.
CPU

Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3 24×2.50 GHz

HDD

1 TB 7200RPM SATA

RAID

12 TB LSI Logic MegaRAID SAS

RAM

125 GB DDR3-1600

Network

Intel 10 Gigabit Ethernet

Switch

Brocade MLXe-32 with 6.4 Tbps backplane

We select nodes with the same hardware configuration (Table 3-2) for our
experiments to get a consistent test environment. Each compute node has a single 1 TB
SATA hard disk and 60 GB RAMDisk; maximum capacity of Alluxio cannot be more than
60 GB in compute nodes. Each data node is equipped with 12 TB disk array backed by 80
GB OS buffer cache. All nodes are connected through 10 Gigabit Ethernet network.
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Although we cannot control the bandwidth of switch backplane, the backplane bandwidth
is several orders of magnitude higher than the aggregated network throughput and thus is
not the bottleneck resource in our experiments.
We run experiments on five compute nodes and a 2-node OrangeFS storage cluster.
We select one compute node as the head/control node to host system services, including
Spark Master, Alluxio Master, Flink Master and Worker, Kafka broker, Zookeeper server,
and DynIMS controller. We deploy Spark executors, MPI runners, Alluxio Workers, and
collectd as Kafka producer on each compute node.
The peak execution memory required by HPCC workloads is about 75 GB on each
compute node and each Spark executor requires at least 20 GB execution memory to avoid
the extra overhead caused by frequent JVM garbage collection (GC). Therefore, after other
5 GB reserved space to prevent memory pressure, there are only 25 GB available memory
left for data storage on each compute node during the peak memory execution time of
HPCC. Thus, 25 GB is the memory capacity we can assign to Alluxio with static
configuration.
3.4.2 Microbenchmarks
For the first experiment, we use DFS-Perf [107] as the benchmark tool to measure
the aggregated I/O throughputs received from four different configuration scenarios: 1)
direct access to OrangeFS, 2) Alluxio-backed OrangeFS with 25 GB static in-memory
storage space, 3) DynIMS with 60 GB dynamic in-memory storage space, and 4) Alluxiobacked OrangeFS with 25 GB static in-memory storage space. To get a stressed load on
memory resources, the HPCC workloads were launched simultaneously when each of tests
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started. In the experiment, we run DFS-Perf in the multi-process and multi-thread mode,
where each compute node receives 5 DFS-Perf workers with 4 I/O threads on each of them.
Before starting tests, we released the OS buffer cache to reduce the caching interference.
Each I/O thread write and read four 1GB data files exclusively and results in total 320 GB
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Figure 3-7 The aggregated throughputs on sequential read.
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Figure 3-8 The aggregated throughputs on random read.
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For all microbenchmarks, DFS-Perf read measurements with sequential and
random I/O operations are performed repeatedly against the HPCC workload. The random
I/O operation is conducted by a serial of accessing intervals. We define both of the skip
size and the access size as 1 MB. Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 show the changes of aggregated
read throughputs over the execution period of HPCC benchmark. Depending upon the
configuration of underlying storage, the received I/O bandwidth is able to receive a
significant boost when caching data in in-memory storage space. For instance, during the
test of DFS-Perf sequential read, the average throughput is 7.8× faster when using the
statically configured Alluxio (25 GB) comparing with a direct access from OrangeFS. Even
more important, the read throughput is able to achieve up to 32.1× improvement when
dynamical turning is applied. DynIMS performs satisfactorily when the memory
contention happens: in the beginning, the read throughput through DynIMS is able to reach
its maximal speed with a fully cached data sets across over local in-memory storage and
remote OS buffer cache; Once memory pressure raised (triggered by PTRANS workload
in the HPCC benchmark), DynIMS is able to keep dropping the locally cached in-memory
blocks and the aggregated throughput get a gradual degradation (that is still a comparable
to Alluxio with 25 GB static in-memory storage space); Later, DynIMS can recover the
read throughput back to its theoretical maxima aggressively through the feedback control
when the memory pressure is released.
In random read test, a similar performance behavior is observed as the sequential
read. Overall, there exists about 25% average degradation on the random access comparing
with the sequential access. However, the performance of random access over OrangeFS
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presents a revered result: an almost doubled I/O throughput. Fundamentally, the
improvement is from a higher cache hit in OS buffer cache. In random read test, the actual
cached data sets are reduced to a half, thus the remote data sets hosted in data nodes can be
fully cached in the OS buffer cache resulting in a better performance on random access.
This indicates DynIMS not only can optimize memory usage in compute node, but also
can improve caching efficiency in data node.
3.4.3 Performance of Spark Applications
To get a comprehensive study on practical applications, we run Spark workloads
with four memory configurations:
•

Configuration 1, Spark(45GB): We assign 45 GB total memory for both
execution and storage of Spark on each compute node; the data is read from
OrangeFS through Alluxio without caching. This configuration is static and
reserves about 25 GB for RDD caching that is immune to being evicted by
execution (spark. memory. storageFraction = 0.56).

•

Configuration 2, Spark(20GB)/Alluxio(25GB): We assign 20 GB execution
memory for Spark and offload the rest of 25 GB to Alluxio, and the data is read
from OrangeFS and cached in Alluxio. This configuration is also static.

•

Configuration 3, Spark(20GB)/DynIMS(60GB): We assign all 60 GB RAMdisk
to Alluxio initially. At runtime, we run DynIMS to adjust the capacity of Alluxio
dynamically.

•

Configuration 4, Spark(20GB)/Alluxio(60GB): We assign all 60 GB RAMdisk
to Alluxio. Different from Configuration 3, here we disable the PTRANS workload
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in HPCC benchmark and thus no memory burst occurs. This configuration delivers
the upper bound of Spark application performance and serves as the reference for
evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness of DynIMS. Four different Spark
applications are evaluated: K-means, logistic regression, linear regression, and
support vector machine (SVM).
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Figure 3-9 Running time of different machine learning applications (320 GB datasets)
using different memory configurations.
We run each experiment with 10 iterations against 320 GB datasets using Hadoop
SequenceFile format. For each experiment, we start the HPCC and Spark workloads
together once the input datasets have been generated. Figure 3-9 shows the experimental
results. With dynamic memory adjustment using DynIMS, the Spark applications run 5.1×
and 3.8× faster than with those of two static configurations. The Spark applications with
DynIMS have comparable performance with their performance reference upper bound. The
speedups come from a better hit-rate on input datasets. DynIMS leads up to 75% in75

memory hit ratio on compute nodes in most of execution periods through dynamic memory
adjustment. Moreover, the high in-memory hit ratio can further increase the efficiency of
OS buffer cache located in data nodes by migrating hot datasets from data nodes to compute
nodes and thus can reduce on-disk access overhead occurring in data nodes. As a
comparison, statically configured Alluxio only can reach at most 31% in-memory hit ratio
on compute nodes and has to read at least 69% (220 GB) of dataset from remote data nodes.
Because the data nodes only have 160 GB aggregated memory space and the remote data
cannot fit into the OS buffer cache of data nodes. Thus, Spark workloads experience a
significant I/O degradation [108], [109]. Lastly, running time with caching a portion of
input datasets (100 GB) in Spark RDD is 1.3× slower than those with keeping it in Alluxio.
This is because the size of deserialized SequenceFile is often larger than the size of its
original data and needs more caching space; reducing the amount of data that can be cached
in Spark RDD leads to a poor cache hit rate.
3.4.4 Impact of Insufficient Storage Memory
If the capacity of in-memory storage on compute node is not large enough to hold
all data, part of the data needs be stored in remote OS buffer cache or disk. In our next
experiment, we scale the input data size from 80 GB to 400 GB for K-means application,
and run it with four memory configurations.
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Figure 3-10 K-means application with different problem sizes using different memory
configurations.
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Figure 3-11 Iteration time on K-means workload (320 GB datasets) using different memory
configurations.
As shown in Figure 3-10, with DynIMS, the K-means running time increases much
slower than those with static configurations do. The K-means performance with static
configurations using OrangeFS and Alluxio starts to experience a significant degradation
when the problem sizes reach 160 GB and 240 GB respectively. Therefore, DynIMS is not
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only able to improve in-memory hit ratio, but also increases compute efficiency and
scalability when the problem size scales up.
In the HPCC workloads, there is a burst of memory usage in PTRANS benchmark,
which leads about 40 GB overhead between execution memory and storage memory.
DynIMS starts dropping the cached in-memory blocks when the memory contention is
detected and rebalances Alluxio in-memory storage space based on the size of free
memory. Figure 3-11 depicts the detailed iteration time for 320 GB datasets over memory
configurations. During the memory burst time, the running times of K-means iterations
(iteration 1, 2, 3) using DynIMS increase to those of K-means iterations using static
configured Alluxio (25 GB) gradually. After the memory burst disappears, the running time
of K-means iterations using DynIMS recovers back to its upper bound. This demonstrates
that DynIMS is able to maximize the system throughput after memory pressure is released.
3.4.5 Performance and Scalability of DynIMS Controller
DynIMS is designed to deliver a sub-second response for small to moderate cluster.
To maintain the low-latency control cycle and high-performance processing capacity, each
component of DynIMS is able to scale to multi-core and multi-node as the cluster size
grows. To systematically study the impact of monitoring and controlling overhead on a
large computing cluster, we run the DynIMS control cluster on a single node with 24 CPU
cores and scale the size of computing cluster again a range of control interval to measure
the aggregated overheads.
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Figure 3-12 The CPU utilization of the controller cluster over a different cluster size.
With a cluster of 256 compute nodes, we observed that the network bandwidth and
memory usage of control node are in MB- and GB- level respectively, which are below the
capacity of a typical server with a moderate hardware configuration. However, the
computation cost grows increasingly and shows a linear relation with the size of computing
cluster. Figure 3-12 illustrates the quantitative CPU overhead of the control cluster again
different compute nodes with a range of control intervals. The overhead includes the costs
of monitoring data ingestion on messaging bus, memory eviction/allocation computation
through stream processor, and signal dispatch from memory controller. The most
noticeable overhead is incurred when scaling the cluster size to 256 nodes with 25 ms
interval, requiring 17.3 CPU cores to process the aggregated messages. In a practical
system, DynIMS can reach an optimized performance using 100 ms interval. Thus, the
actual overhead for managing 256 nodes can be reduced to 4.8 CPU cores. Because the
restrictions on the total available cluster resource, we cannot scale the cluster size beyond
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256 nodes. However, the highly correlated linear relation shown in Fig. 9 suggests that a
single control server with 24 CPU cores is able to manage up to 1280 compute nodes,
which is a reasonable setup for a production HPC cluster.
3.4.6

Stability and Responsiveness of DynIMS Control Model
As shown in Figure 3-1, the HPCC workloads exhibit a dynamic demand on

memory resource within a small portion of burst area. We expect that DynIMS can detect
and adapt such memory burst through its feedback-based control model in real time. The
memory control model should be properly designed and its parameters should be correctly
selected; otherwise, DynIMS may become overly sensitive or too aggressive to small
disturbance in measurements resulting in large oscillations for adjusting the capacity of inmemory storage.
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Figure 3-13 The system memory statistics of K-means (320 GB dataset) and HPCC
workloads during the peak memory demand.
To understand the stability and responsiveness of the control model in DynIMS, we
have examined the system memory statistics of a mixed HPCC and K-means workload.
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Figure 3-13 shows the statistics of execution memory, free memory, storage memory, and
control memory of compute nodes with DynIMS. Alluxio starts with a capacity of 60 GB,
and then adaptively shrinks its capacity to maintain the memory usage below the predefined
threshold (95%) when there is a memory burst in HPCC workloads. After the memory
burst disappears, Alluxio recovers its capacity back to its initial size gradually. Lower
variance of in-memory storage capacity indicates that the proposed control model has a
good stability. Meanwhile, the closely correlated sizes between execution memory and
storage memory show the evidence of fast response of DynIMS with the selected control
parameters.

3.5 Related Work
Recently, in-memory computing is becoming a key approach to reduce the overhead
of on-disk access cost on data-intensive workloads. NERSC did a comprehensive
evaluation as well as enhancement to scale Spark [38] on traditional HPC systems [93]–
[97]. The early version of Spark manages the memory space statically with an isolated
execution and storage memory. Since Spark v1.6.0, an unified memory management [98]
is introduced to eliminate the boundary between execution and storage. Xu et al. [99]
enhanced this concept by adding DAG dependency-based eviction on RDD cache.
However, the total amount of system memory used by Spark still must be statically
determined when configuring the cluster, and cannot change during runtime. How to
release system memory dynamically from Spark runtime remains an open question.
DynIMS targets to build a more general framework to support both HPC and big data
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workloads and provides an out-of-the-box solution to execute a mixed workload on HPC
systems.
In addition, there are a few other research projects directly related to in-memory
storage systems. Pu et al. [110] studied and analyzed the strategies of fair allocation of
multi-user shared memory systems. Uta et al. [111] demonstrated the performance
improvement by dynamically scaling out and scaling in the cluster size of MemFS basedon application demand on memory resource. Jeong et al. [112] proposed a set of system
primitives (APIs) to enable dynamical adjustment on allocated memory resource.
Caching optimizations for parallel I/O systems are not new and have been widely
explored. Panache [113] added a scalable caching layer atop of GPFS, which is able to
continuously cache data hosted in the remote storage cluster. In modern HPC file systems,
the dedicated I/O nodes are often used as data buffering and I/O forwarding [91]. DynIMS
provides a complementary architecture to these techniques, in which a further integration
could be considered to boost the performance of I/O systems.
Chen et al. [114] proposed an algorithm-level feedback-controlled adaptive (AFA)
to improve flexibility and efficiency of data prefetching instead of data caching. AFA can
dynamically determine an appropriate prefetching algorithms at runtime for different
access patterns using data-access history cache (DAHC) [115], which is orthogonal and
complementary to our work. DynIMS could utilize this strategy to select the optimized
eviction algorithm adaptively.
Finally, much work has been done on the problem of dynamic memory management
for virtualization environments, such memory mapped I/O [116], ballooning [117], [118],
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hotplug [119] and page sharing. While those previous works share a very similar the
optimization goal DynIMS, the runtime environment and design requirement are distinct.
For example, virtual machines are often a group of long-live services that are gauged by
service-level objectives (SLOs) on shared virtualized infrastructure. In contrast, our work
deals with task-level memory sharing among heterogeneous applications and requires
much lower response time with a large number of concurrency.

3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we design, implement and evaluate a dynamic memory controller,
DynIMS, for in-memory storage system to accelerate a mixed HPC and Spark workload
on HPC systems. DynIMS detects memory contention between task execution and data
storage in real time, and adaptively determines the optimized in-memory storage capacity
with its feedback system, and enables a fine-grained control on memory allocation and
eviction. This can improve the performance of Spark over HPC systems. Resulting from
either a too small or a too large storage memory, the original static configured Spark can
lead to a low resource sharing, or deprive other execution tasks from obtaining sufficient
memory to compute efficiently. Performance evaluation of our DynIMS shows up to
5× improvement on mixed HPCC and Spark workloads across a range of problem sizes
compared with the static configurations. Finally, the use of the self-tuning on the cluster
resources largely avoid the execution exception caused by insufficient memory and
significantly increase the operability of publicly shared HPC clusters.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion and Future Works

In this dissertation, we focus on following two challenges: 1) how should we
accelerate those data-intensive workloads on computing cluster with preserving existing
HPC resources? 2) how are we able to maximize system performance and throughput for
both HPC and big data jobs without compromising the cluster efficiency? The research
advances proposed in this dissertation include three building blocks with a reference
architecture to answer these questions. In Chapter 2, we implemented two-level storage
system to allow high-performance data processing on HPC clusters using parallel file
system transparently at memory speed. In Chapter 3, we applied DynIMS at the runtime of
in-memory storage system to allow dynamic memory tuning between task execution and
data storage on mixed HPC and big data workloads. Finally, from outside of this
dissertation, we further demonstrated the efficiency and effeteness of the proposed
architecture by implementing several large-scale genomics analysis and stochastic
simulation pipelines, and those side projects resulted in a few publications from different
research domains with a high impact.
Overall, the dissertation develops a systematic understanding and a complementary
solution of important class of large-scale data-centric computing on traditional HPC
systems using both theoretical and experimental approaches. Our research work lays a solid
foundation for future work in designing and building a converged computing infrastructure
that can efficiently support both compute- and data-intensive workloads. Eventually, the
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broader, vision and emerging technologies would result in the next innovation in the
capabilities of HPC clusters.
Many potential researches can be explored in the future. The main areas for
extensions are:
•

Data-intensive scientific applications: The data-intensive applications
developed in this dissertation show a very promising approach to scale the
native scientific code for large-scale scientific discover. Beyond the stochastic
simulation and genomic analysis, the computational workflows in other
research domains often have a similar data-processing pattern and thus can be
assembled with the same approach and be deployed on the same framework.
We are planning to build a series of genomics analysis pipelines for processing
next-generation sequencing (NGS) datasets based-on different scientific
research domains.

•

Parallel file system optimization: Although two-level storage system, TLS,
has reached production version in its initial integration with OrangeFS file
system, we still have a lot of space to further improve performance and
usability. In current integration, the optimized configuration is hard-coded with
focusing on the data layout mapping and the buffer size between upper inmemory storage system and underlying parallel file system. To accommodate
different I/O access patterns, we deem it is interesting to further study the
dynamic configuration for supporting different data storage schemas including
columnar storage formats (Parquet and RCFile), data serialization systems
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(Avro and SequenceFile), in-memory columnar formats (Arrow) and so on. In
future work, we will continue to enhance the integration between HPC parallel
file systems and emerging data systems introduced in big data ecosystem.
•

Dynamic tuning on OS buffer cache: Originally, the dynamic memory
controller, DynIMS, is designed to explicitly adjust the in-memory storage size
in runtime. The management of OS buffer caches on the compute node and data
node is fully controlled by Linux Kernel, in which the buffer memory remains
isolated with the in-memory storage space. How to orchestrate two-level cache
hierarchy and leverage both compute node and data node to cache the same
dataset is still an open question. We are actively exploring new caching policies
and eviction techniques that can be tightly integrated with Linux Kernel. In
future, a more sophisticated controller will be built to maximize the cache
efficiency through write hints, transparent informed prefetching, and heuristic
feedback control.

We hope that the continued research with fast-moving technologies in this area will
help us address current challenges and lead to next-generation HPC systems for both
compute-intensive and data-intensive applications.
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